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Selected As A Best All Round Katitucky community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 5, 1971

In Our 92nd Year

Rev. David C. Roos Is
New Minister Of Church

Rev. David C. Roos will begin Benito, Texas for five years and
his ministry at the First Christian even earlier was minister of the
Church on Sunday, June 6 when First Christian Church of
The following document was he will speak at the 10:45 a.m. Fabens, Texas, for five years.
Rev. Roos is writing his thesis
found in Tennessee's archives by worship services.
James Tipton, Jr. Executive The new church minister has for his doctorate on "Social
been serving as minister of the Thought ofs-Barton Warren
Director of the Tennessee County
Pembroke
Christian Church for Stone" who is the 19th century
Services Association. We are
printing it here for the interest of the past two years while com- founder of the Christian Church
pleting residency requirements (Disciples of Christ) along with
our readers.
for his doctorate at Vanderbilt Alexander Campbell. He has
"The Last Will and Testament of University, Nashville, Tenn. done college work at Scarritt
Prior to that he served as the College, Nashville, and at the
Herman Obelweiss.
associate minister of the First University of Texas at El Paso.
"I am writing of My Will Christian Church of El Paso, He received his B.A. degree from
Texas, for two years.
the Southwest Assemblies of God
Mineselluf that dam lawyer want
he should have too much moneyi Earlier he was minister of the College in Waxahachie, Texas,
First Christian Church of San and did his seminary work at
he asked to many answers about
Texas Christian Universities
family. First thing I want I dont
Brite Divinity School in Fort
want my brother Oscar have a
Worth, Texas, completing his
dam Ling what I got. He done me
B.D. in 1957. He further comout of Forty Dollars fourteen
pleted work for the M.M. Th.
years since.
degree at Texas Christian.
The new Murray minister
"I want it that Hilda my sister
presently serves on the Regional
she gets the North Sixties Akers
Human Concerns Committee of
of where I am homing it now. I
the Christian Church in Kenbet she dont get that loafer
tucky. He has served several
husband of hers to broke twenty
terms as a member of the Board
akers next plowing time. She cant
of Directors of the Christian
have it if she lets Oscar live on it.
Church in Texas, as counselor
I want it I phould have it back if
and director of church camps for
she does
all ages, and on the Board of
Directors of the United Campus
"Tell Momma that Six HunChristian Ministry at the
dred Dollars she been looking for
University of Texas at El Paso.
for twenty years is berried from
He
was cited in 1963 as "The
the backhouse behind about ten
Town and Country Minister of the
feet down. She better let little
Frederick do the digging and
Rev. David C. Rees
(Continued on Page Ten)
count it when he comes up.
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if Ministers Of Methodist
Churches Are Announced

THE LAST GOOD-B11111-4110e. Mavis W. MeCamish sail;
good-bye to her last class of firstgraders after forty-three years ef teaching. She is retiring after
teaching the last twenty years at
Murray University School. Tke elass gave her surprise presents on
the last day of classes Thursday.
Mrs. McCamish resides at 311 Woodlawa in Murray.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

Genealogical Society To
Have Luncheon Monday

David H. Miller
Receives His
Doctor's Degree

New pastoral appointments in Ministers returning to local
the Paris District were an- churches in the Paris District
nounced Thursday by Bishop H. include Rev. J. S. Griffith,
Ellis Finger, Jr., at the closing Coldwater Circuit; Rev. Thomas
session of the Memphis Annua: A. Bullock, Dexter, Hardin,
Conference of the United Olive, and Palestine Circuit;
Methodist Church held at the Rev. Jadies W. Baker, Hazel and
Broadway United Methodist Mason's Chapel Circuit; Rev. J.
Church, Paducah.
A. Jones, Kirksey Church; Rev.
Rev. Dossie Wheatley who has Coy Garrett, Martin's Chapel and
been minister of the Lynn Good Shepherd Circuit; Rev. A.
Grove Goshen churches here M. Thomas, Mt. Plesant and
has been appointed to the Conyersville Circuit; Dr. Samuel
Mayfield Calvary-Trinity charge. R. Dodson, Jr., Murray First
He will be succeeded on the local Church; Rev. Elbert Johns, Sr.,
charge by Rev. AG. Kesterson. South Plesant Grove Church;
The minister for the Bethel, Rev. Roger Joseph, Temple Hill
Brooks Chapel, and In- and Russell's Chapel Circuit.
dependence churches here, Rev.
Wayne A.
Lamb is
John S. Bradley, has been ap- Dr.
superintendent of the Paris
pointed to the Spence Chapel
Church. Rev. Joe L. Skelton will District and other appointments
be the new minister for the three included Fred C. Morton,campus
(Continued as Page Ten)
churches.

Small Car Strikes Dynamite
Loaded Trailer; Five Killed

The
Calloway
County
Genealogical Society will have a
luncheon meeting at the Holiday
By GENE POYTHIRESS
Inn on Monday, June 7, at 11:30 WACO, Ga. (UPI)—A small
a.m.
foreign ear collided with a
Mrs. W. Paul Hale, state trailer. truck hauling 20,000
chaplain of the Kentucky pounds of dynamite and lowDivision of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, will be the
guest speaker. She is a well
known speaker on genealogical
research, a spokesman said.
All members are urged to
attend.

David H. Miller, formerly of
Murray, received his Doctor's
Degree in Education from the
University
of
Missouri,
Comumbia in the spring
graduation exercises June 1.
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Lexington
Now Using
Teen Patrol

grade explosives Friday night,
sparking a "blockbuster bomb"
blast that swept away spectators, cars and nearby houses.
Five persons were killed and at
least 35 others injured,

Highway patrolmen threw a
protective ring around a 100foot wide by 20-foot deep crater
in US. Highway 78 until Army
demolition teams could clear
the area by daylight.
The explosion severed the
two-lane, blacktop road, the
two-lane road, the main thorLEXINGTON ( UPI)—Ttie oughfare from
Atlanta to
Lexington City Police Depart Birmingham, Ala., and touched
ment, thanks to the suggestion ot off woods fires for a quartera local junior high school student mile. The shock wave collapsed
has started a unique community the roof of a school gymnasium
ugritowimil
service pro ect involving Z

Dr. Miller is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude L. Miller. Martins
Chapel Road, Murray.
While a student at the
"Pastor Lucknita can have
University of Missouri he was a
Three Hundred Dollars if he kiss
member of Kappa Delta Pip
the Book he wont reach no more
national honorary education
durnhead polotiks. He should
society; Phi Delta Kappa,
have a roof pt.t on the
David H. Miller
meetinghouse with fit) and the Jack Pittman, son of Mrs.'and told him Pittman had called national honorary fraternity for
Vacation Bible School will be
Elders should the Bills look at. Flora Brittian of New Concord, on the phone and, following an men in education. He also served
held at the First Baptist Church
was fatally shot Thursday af- argument, said he would come as a member of the Graduate
from June 7-11 from 8:30 to 11:30
ibu
iernoor
He was over and shoot it out with him if School Student Council during the
Momma that
each morning with Rev. Earl
_
on need be.
1970-71. acaliernie Ira=
tell her what not she do so no slick Shemwell Road in that city by Members of Pittman's family His major field of study was
sc oo
The Teen Security Patrol plans
The truck driver,
Irishers sell her vakum cleaners McCracken County Deputy told the Ledger & Times this industrial education with minors 0
Superintendents for the various to utilize teen-agers to help with
dy noise like hell and a broom Sheriff Pete Joyce.
departments are: Nursery, Mrs. patroling parking lots to prevent
education.
He
in
higher
and
adult
(C,eatinued on Page Tea)
(Continued on Page Tea)
A Paducah man, Paul Allmon,
dont cost so much.
Bernice Wisehart; Toddlers, break-ins, searching for lost
was a research assistant in inage 44, of Oaks Road, has been
Overbey;
Three
year,
Mrs.
Ed
dustrial education from Sepchildren and doing other courtesy
"I want it that mine brother charged with murder in the fatal
Mrs. Robert Mobley; Four year, work during the upcoming Shrine
tember, 1968 through May, 1971.
Mrs.
Adolph should be my Executor shooting and was lodged in the
Glen
Grogan;
Five
year,
He is a graduate of Murray PASADENA, Calif. (UPI)—
Circus and Blue Grass fair. At the
and I want it that the Jedge make McCracken County Jail.
High School in the class of 1960. Mariner 9 performed a crucial Mrs.Glen Hodges; Six year, Mrs. same time, it gives the
Adolph plenty bond put up and McCracken County Sheriff
Adams;
Seven
year,
Mrs.
A.
Edd
He received his Bachelor's course correction with precision
the thrill of doing
John Rogers said Pittman, age "A Pod of P's For A Gospel degree in 1965 and his Masters Friday night and now is W. Russell; Eight year, Mrs. youngsters
watch him like hell.
work.
police
The Poplar Spring Baptist
44, also of Oaks Road, Paducah, Meeting" will be the subject of degree in 1966 both from Murray heading toward a rendezvous George Oakley; Nine year, Mrs.
The patrol, which has its own Church will have its annual
"Adolph is a good business man was shot in the side with a high- the sermon by Bro. Roy Beasley State University.
Warford;
Ten
year,
Mrs.
Earl
with mysterious Mars a day
uniforms and code of conduct, is Vacation Bible School during the
but only a dumkoph would trust calibre rifle. Rogers said Allmon for the 10:40 a.m. services at the
earlier than originally planned. Calvin Morris; 11 year, Mrs. Ray under the supervision of four full- coming week, June 7 through
him with a busted pfenning. I telephoned Deputy Sheriff Joyce Seventh and Poplar Church of Dr. Miller is married to the "The spacecraft will reach Brownfield; Youth Department
time policemen, with two student June 11.
want dam sure that schlernic
Meredith Farley, Mars and be injected into Mars (12-14 years), Mrs. Lloyd A.
former
Christ on Sunday, June 6.
captains heading up platoons.
Classes for all ages will be held
Oscar dont nothing get. Tell
Johnny Rayburn will read the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat orbit at 4:72 p.m. PST (7:77 Cornell.
Among the rules the patrol from nine to eleven a.m.each day
Four,
Adolph he can have a Hundred
Route
scripture from H Timothy 4:1-8 Farley of Murray
p.m. EST) on Nov. 13,"
members have ..to obey are the Monday through Friday. The
ONE CITED
Dollars if he prove to Jedge
with prayers scheduled to be led and they have two sons, MattlieW reported a Mariner control
One person was cited this non-use of chewing gum and public is invited, according to
Oscar dont get nothing. THAT
by Josiah Darnall and Ted Allen and Michael.
spokesman after tracking sta- morning at 12:50 by the Murray tobacco while in uniform or Rev. Thomas Perkins, church
Announcement has been made Howard.
DAM SURE FIX OSCAR."
Attending the graduation on
Australia and South Police Department. He was cited alcoholic beverages at any time. pastor.
of the annual Vacation Bible The six p.m sermon topic for Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs. tions in
confirmed the exactness for reckless driving, curfew The idea came from Tim Mack,
Africa
Fellow says television is the School to be held at the Dexter Bro. Beasley will be "The Sin of Claude L. Miller and Mr. and
of the maneuver.
who, along with a few friends,
device that brings people into Baptist Church during the Ananias and Sapphira" with Mrs. Joe Pat Farley and Mariner 9 will sweep within violations, and no registration
worked at the Blue Grass Fair
plates,
according
to
the
citation
your living room you wouldn't coming week.
Jimmy Ragsdale reading the children, Jane and Robin.
miles of the Martian report.
760
last
summer and then took his
The
classes for all ages will be scripture from Acts 5:1-11.
have in your living room.
surface in an orbit designed to
idea of the teen patrol to the
held from 8:30 to, eleven a.m. Prayers will be led by J. H.
R. L. Ward "Fair"
give its twin television cameras
police last winter.
The upper limit of the draft age each day, starting Monday, June Walston and Steve Steele.
a view of 70 per cent of the
The patrol, which also hopes to No injuries were listed on the
7,
and
continuing
through
Friday,
has been dropped from 75 to 65.
Earl Nanny will make the R. L. Ward has been removed Planet. It will not be able to
wort
the University of Ken- accident report filed by the ofGovernment figures anyone 75 is June 11.
announcements and Josiah from the critical list and is now detect life there, but its sensors
football games this fall, ficers of the Murray Police
tucky's
too old to draft. In actual practice Rev. Waid Copeland, pastor, Darnall will direct the song listed as
fair. Ward suffered a may turn up new evidence
presently consist of 14 boys and Department at 9:40 a.m. on
men over 30 are rarely drafted, urges all persons to attend.
service.
Friday.
severe heart attack early this suggesting that some primitive
one girl.
however the upper limits are set
Announcement has been made week and was placed in the in- life forms exist on Mars.
Cars involved were a 1968
Kerry
Davis,
the
head
of
the
in the event of an all-out conflict.
of the gospel meeting to be held at tensive care unit at Murray Two heavier Soviet spacepolice department's "community Plymouth four door owned by
the church from June alto 26,aad Hospital.
He is reported as craft also are en route to the
relations division, says 40 more Kenneth Wiggins and driven by
We've got giant Sunflowers up
the Vacation Bible School to be resting well and • has received red planet and they may
applications have been received. Joyce McBee Wiggins of Sedalia
three feet already.
for the week of July 26 to 30.
with
there
some
to
land
attempt
visitors.
Davis, who has also started a Route One, and a 1963 Cadillac
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
indetection
biological
program providing teens with four door driven by Gail L
Christtopic,
"Jesus
speak
on
the
Unpaid bills are by no means
struments.
jobs in city gavermnent, is very Holbert of Murray Route Two.
rare, they are, nevertheless, -The Gracious Neighbor", at the
change,
course
Mariner
9's
pleased with the teen patrol, Police said both cars were
10:50
a.m.
services
at
8:45 and
collector's items.
controlled by a computer cued
which got its initiation this spring going east on Sycamore near
the First United Methodist
by radio from earth, was
at the High Hope Steeplechase. South 13th Street when the
June 6.
Sunday,
Church
on
FALSE ALARM
executed at 822 p.m EDT
"This is a great bunch of kids," Holbert car attempted to pass the
worship services
The Murray Fire Department No evening
Wiggins car. The Holbert car hit
was
probe
the
one-ton
when
he said.
and the Junioc High
answered a call this morning at will be held
838,000 miles from earth,
David stressed that the patrol the Wiggins car as it was passing,
Youth At the June 3rd meeting of the will
and
Senior
High
12:30 to 405 Cherry Street. This
be involved: June 22 will be beading toward Mas at 6,383
members are under police according to the police report.
Fellowship groups will not meet. Murray Civitan Club, Mr.Stalk an
turned out to be a false alarm,
Inter-Club meeting with miles per hour.
supervision
and are lectured on Damage to the Plymouth was
Board
Administrative
Colson announced the recipients
according to the records of the The
Cadiz, Paducah and Murray;
what they can't do—such as on the left rear fender, bumper,
A 5.1 second firing from the
held of the Civitan Annual College July
meeting
will
be
dinner
Fire Department.
9-10 is an Officer Training craft's previously-untried rocket
carry weapons, make arrests or and left rear door, and to the
Wednesday, June 9, at 6:30 p.m. Scholarships. Miss Janie Hughes,
Conference at Eastern State engine accelerated the Mariner
expect special treatment from Cadillac on the right front fender,
.1111111111•111111111••••• in the social hall.
daughter of Mrs. Ruth Hughes,
University.
bumper, and grill.
police.
by 15.1 m.p.h., placing it on a
Murray Route 4, was the
slightly shorter course that will
recipient from Calloway County
cut nearly a day off its 544
High School. From Murray High
Rev. Wayne E. Todd
month journey.
School, Steve Brooks, son of Mr.
Clear nights and partly cloudy
Rev. Wayne E. Todd,secretary
and Mrs. Otis Brooks of Murray,
days will be the weather picture
of the Church Library Departwas
the
recipient.
in Kentucky through Sunday with
WASHINGTON ( UPI )4-Today's White House wedding cak
ment of the Sunday School Board,
Both Miss Hughes and Mr.
widely scattered afternoon and
Nashville, Tenn., will be the .; story is about the chef who carried his work home because he
Brooks plan to enroll in the
early evening thundershowers.
decided not to take a chance.
guest minister at the First
School of Business at Murray
Continued warm through
Onee upon a time-Wednesday as it turns out-Henry Haller was
Baptist Church for the month of
State
University.
Each of these
Sunday. Lows tonight in the low
'g all set to bake a big cake,350 pounds big, for the daughter of his
The annual Vacation Bible June.
high school graduates will
to mid 60s. Highs today and
boss, the President of the United States.
School will be held at the Grace Bro. Todd has supplied the
receive a $200.00 scholarship for
Sunday in the mid Ms to low 90s.
Baptist Church, South 9th Street pulpit on several occasions and t But there were those who Said, when the recipe went out
the 1971-72 school year.
across the land,that the cake would flop. The chef stood by it. He
Extended, Murray, starting will be in charge of the morning
Visitors at the bi-weekly
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
tried it once, which was enough,but he would try it again.
Monday, June 7, and continuing service at 10:45 and the evening
meeting were: Robert Baker,
thunscattered
Wide
Then the White House said he didn't have time to try it again,
through Friday, June 11.
service at 7:30.
James
Buchanan,
and
Bill
prevail
dershowers
will
Classes for persons, nursery
A cordial invitation is ex- : and Tricia Nixon's wedding cake would go into the oven
fialford.
throughout Kentucky Monday
Saturday whatever happened.
through intermediates, will be tended, not only to the members
The Civitans voted to pay for
through Wednesday. Warm and
held each morning from 8:30 to of the congregation, but also to
But when night came to the capital Wednesday, Haller went
three
local
youths
to
attend
the
with
humid Monday and Tuesday
home,to his own oven,and baked a sample cake.
11:30 o'clock.
people of the community to
the
annual
4-H
Club
camp
at
Dawson
highs in the upper 80s to low 90s.
"It was delicious," he was said to have exclaimed.
Dale Guthrie, principal, and avail themselves of the opSprings.
little cooler Wednesday. Highs in
Mrs. Dean Downey, associate portunity to hear this outstanding
The story will end one week from Saturday when Tricia Nixon,
President Ed lie.ndon reported
the low to mid 80s Lows in the
Edward Finch Cox and their 400 guests find out if he was right.
Principal, urge all persons to preacher, a *lurch spokesman
Steve Brooks
two meetings in which *Civitans
mid to upper 6tk;
• JaMe Hughes
attend.
said.

Son Of. Local Woman
Killed At Paducah

Bible School Will
Be Held at Church

Mariner 9

-

Mars Early

Sermon Topics Are
Given For Sunday

Bible School Will
Be, Poplar Spring

Dexter Church To
Hold Bible School

Traffic Collision
Occurs On Sycamore

Rev. Wayne E. Todd
Is Church Speaker

Sunday Morning
Subject Is Listed

Civitans Award Two
$200 Scholarships

The Weather

The Wedding Cake Saga .. .

Grace Church Plans
For Bible School
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Ten Years Ago Today
=DOES•MINIS MA

Deaths reported are Harry Utterback, age 77, Norman C.
Mccsage, age 82, and Willie Bland, age 66.
Miss Marinell Myers of Lynn Grove has been named as the
Calloway County Dairy Princess and will enter the state dairy
princess contest.
Elton R. House of Murray will receive the degree of Doctor of
Medicine at Howard University on June 9.
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Oakley, Dr. Denzil Tracy, Dr. William
Doss, and Dr. Tisdale, all of Murray, attended the district
meeting of the Chiropractic Association held at Mayfield.

20 Years Ago Today
=DMA•TINT.8 TIM
Major Oliver Hood,flight surgeon with the 49th Fighter Bomber
Wing,Korea, has been awarded the Bronze Star medal.
Members of Troops 45 and 90 of Murray attended the Boy Scout
Camporee held June 2 and 3on Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Joe Pace and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr., will attend a Red
*ON Home Service meeting to be held June 7 at Princeton.
Announcement has been made of the marriage of Miss Betty
Sue Hutson and Robert Ray Buckingham which was solemnized
December 25, 1950, in Corinith, Miss.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDO=•TIN= VIM

Peking hasn't altered
Quemoy's resistance
tions." said Maj. Gen. Yu
cargo-troop carrier, complete Kung, dent)
, director of
with bucket seats and the politicaT'affairs of the Kinmen
additional "luxury" of a life Defense Command 1Quemoy is
QUEMOY, Republic of China preserver, reassurance came lidinvn to the Chinese as Kin-,
— Peking's Communist re- from a Chinese air force officer men i "Every house is a blockconcerning
the
life
gime is 'haying closer to U.N. who said
house and is connected to other
membership and U.S. accep- preserver. ''Don't worry. We houses by underground pastance but on this small island have a fighter escort above — sages. Every civilian man and
continually under artillery fire but you never can tell."
most women, plus kids over 16,
However, the short trip was have guns and know how to use
from mainland guns only
plane
old
as
the
uneventful
miles away, the ferocity of
them "
Chiang Kai-shek's resistance is lumbered along sometimes
Yu pointed to a bus station,
water
of
only 500 feet above the
unabated.
'which on closer examination
Red gums fire at this 31S by the Taiwan Strait — a precau- r ealed its additional use as a
18-mile island nearly every tionary tactic taken to stay unthous* There seemed
odd-numbered 'night of the derneath Red Chinese radar
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

Deaths reported are Mrs. Thomas P. Cook, age 79, Mrs. Fred
James, age 49, and Mrs. Arthur Flippo.
John Douglas Williams, Thomas Raphel Jones, Robert Elbert
Turner, and Lloyd Keys Parker are draftees from Calloway
County to leave June 10.
County High School principals named for the coming school
year are Charles Baugh, Almo, Edward Curd, Faxon, Lowry
Rains,Hazel, Theron Riley, Kirksey, Buron Jeffrey, Lynn Grove,
and Pat McCuiston, New Concord, according to T. C. Arnett,
Calloway County Superintendent.
George Hart, cashier at the Bank of Murray, was elected
president of Group One of the Kentucky Bankers Association at
the meeting beld at Paducah.
tbis wee4 inctude Mine Dorothy Burkeen

tolilslerb
md
May 17 and Miss Martha Mae Minton to Paul
Perdue on May 31.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Those who fall in love are seldom aware of the
agony they suffer until they have fallen out of love,
or marry, which is to say—saved or condemned.
"Love is like a well—a good thing to drink
out of but a bad thing to fall into."
—Anonymous

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And Jesus answered and said unto him, What wilt thou that I
should do onto thee? The blind man said unto him, Lord, that I
sight receive my sight.—Mark 10:51.
Trust God's good judgment while praying for material things,v
and forsake Him not if they are not granted.
three crown classics.
Baptista said he had considered eight offers for his colt—
five from the US. and one eaih
from England, Japan and
Venezuela—but narowed the
list to the two U.S. bidders
because it would offer Ca
NEW YORK (UPI)—Quione- to, "his best opportunity as a
to •11, who may become the stallion.
first Triple Crown winner in
Thoroughbred racing in 23
years Saturday, will have a
new owner next week.
Owner Pedro Baptista of
Venezuela said Wednesday that
the 3-year-old colt, who has
been the surprise of the racing •s°
world this year, will be sold for
$4 million to a syndicate from
Florida or one from Kentucky.
Baptista, who predicted his
horse would win the Belmont
Stakes on Saturday "easily,"
refused to identify the syndicate members but said he
would sell the horse to the
group that met his "special
conditions." These include
rights to four studs a year from
Canonero II and all advertising
revenue.
Canonero II, the Kentuckybred colt who stunned racing
with victories in the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness, will be
sold win or lose after Satur- ABDUCTOR SHOT — Muhir
Cayan, 23, shot by Turkish
day's race.
Canonero, who has been commandos w h o rescued
bothered recently by a rash and 14 - year - old Sibel Erkan
Karial. is
a hoof injury, apparently is from a house in
hospital in
recovered from both ailments techvering in a
Istanbult The second ab—
and Baptista feels the 'Belmont
Suctor %vas shot fatally.
will be his easiest test of the

Canonero

To

II

Be Sold

After Stakes

year .

Free

Chinese

15,5mm

shells return the fire in kind.
Most of the shells these days
carry only propaganda leaflets
and explode at an altitude of 300
feet. However, there frequently
are delayed bursts and flying
shrapnel that injure some of
the 60,000 civilians and a like
number of Nationalist soldiers
here.
While constant military alert
in providing one of the free
world's strongest defenses
dominates much of life on
Quemoy, there also is a tranquillity that keeps island farmers, shopkeepers, fishermen,
wine makers and others quietly
at their tasks day by day.
It is a contrast in life that
fascinates the person fortunate
to visit here from Taipei, seat
of the Nationalist government
180 miles away on Taiwan. This
was this reporter's second trip
to Quemoy and the air ride was
even hairier than the first one a
year earlier. Loaded aboard an
antiquated C-119 combination

The Island has 'the appearance, at first, of many other

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, June 5,
the 156th day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
are Like Benjamin Franklin with
stars
morning
Clubs can get together for
The
Mercury, Venus, Mars and his kite and key in a thun- countywide electric program
Saturn.
derstorm, today's science- recognition too, with the most
The evening star is Jupiter. minded 4-H'ers are discovering outstanding in the state receiving
Those born on this date are the wonders of electricity.
an embossed plaque.
under the sign of Gemini.
An example of this joint
And when some 131,000 young
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, people from cities as well as rural countywide action took place in
wife of the Nationalist China areas get involved with elec- Dawson County, Nebraska,
president, was born June 5, tricity
accomplish where 740 members from 44 clubs
4hey
rural
The
1897.
the participated.
things,
remarkable
On this day in history:
Cooperative Extension Service schoolteachers served as club
In 1917 more than 9.5 million points out.
leaders and 90 percent of them
Americans between the ages of
accepted the electric program.
21 and 30 registered for the For instance, three of the 1970 The program was also presented
national electric program win- to all the public grade schools in
World War I draft.
ners performed professional the urban areas of the county on
D.
President
Franklin
In 1933
Roosevelt signed a bill abolish- electric and electronic ac- an individual school basis.
were "The math incentives of the
and
complishments
ing the gold standard.
In 1966 American astronaut awarded $600 educational project were to teach safe and
Gene Cernan left Gemini 9 for scholarships from Westinghouse efficient use of electricity and to
a two-hour, 10-minute "spacew- Electric Corporation, national explain the basics of a power
program donor for the past 36 source that we all depend upon
In 1968 Sen. Robert Kennedy years.
today," David Stenberg, county
was shot in Los Angeles by a Rick Roberts, 17, of Arvada, agent, reported.
24-year-old Arab national later Colo., built his own five-band
Westinghouse also supports the
identified as Sirhan Sirhan. The shortwave radio receiver. Jerry program by providing funds for
senator died and Sirhan re- Moss, 17, of Route 1, Bringhurst, the development of 4-H electric
mains in prison with a life Ind., transformed his family's old literature and compiled and
kitchen into an all-electric kit- distributed a handbook for
sentence.
chen. And Charles Chaumont, 18, leaders in the program.
A thought for today: Franklin Oberlin, La., set up a laser beam Currently there is new literature
D. Roosevelt said, "There is no exhibit.
being developed on the funThe corporation also makes damentals of nuclear energy.
indispensable man."
available other awards for
In cooperation with the Exoutstanding* projects in electric. tension Service, Westinghouse
something peculiar about one Four gold medals of honor are also is studying ways of involving
of the main Buddhist temples, available in each county. And in more urban young people in the
and this was because it was 1970 some 5,235 gold medals were electric program. The corbuilt for instant conversion to a presented to accomplished 4-H poration is hosting a workshop in
machine gun strong point.
members.
the subject this month.
State winners receive an ex- For information on how to form
There are soldiers everywhere. Some are marching, pense-paid trip to the National 4- an electric club, become a
some are undergoing defense H Congress, Nov. 28 - Dec. 2. And volunteer leader or about other 4training and many are assist- this year six national winners of H activities, contact your county
ing farmers and building agri- 8700 educational scholarships will extension agent or state 4-H
cultural dikes.
be announced at that event
leader.
There are hundreds of under- t tit 41 tit tit 41 41 4.1 4**•
41• *•*•
•*
•*•41,
41•
ground military installations —
troop billets, a theater seating
over 1,000, command posts,
even a reservoir arid power
plant, plus artillery positions
;.Aikk\d,:
;
:Isi! GIN!:IS,tit\
with openings for weapons
aimed at Amoy and other
mainland cities. There must be
more concrete per square mile
on the island than any place in
the world. Camouflaged obsT.
vation points are manned with
TWIT DRIPPED BLOOD
armed soldiers with binoculars
OP A AWE nit. riCluirE tErafaCoUve. 4151,
From the author of "Psycho" *
sighted on a Red island only
half a mile away. Communist
Saturday & Sunday
Saturday & Sunday
soldiers can be seen on the
„11-4:11-1B;00,
:15, 4:15, 8:15, 8:15 & 10:15 .4,
beeches
****,********** ******* *4444444
•44A...4

Science Minded 4-H'ers Find
Recognition in Electric Program

irg0 iN SWITZERLAND

biz

*99' ADULTS A 'Ems
GEORGE
PEPPARD
-"ONE MORE
TRAIN

HOUSE

Asian rural villages. Farmers
toil in the fields, bent over
crops of rice, sweet potatoes,
sorghum, corn, peanuts, wheat
and barley. Concrete roads are
lined with some of 55 million.
trees planted here since 1949
when Chiang fled the Mainland
before the superior Communist
war machine. Cattle graze
peacefully and chickens scatter
noisily in many back yards.
Rounding a bend in the road,
however, brings the shoreline
into view — a panorama of
barbed wire, trenches, mines,
tank traps and other barriers.
There are concrete-protected
gun positions, with tanks and
other armored vehicles on
patrol. Soldiers on field exercises duck behind trees ;Ind
flatten out in the tall grass.
The farmhouses look like
Most stucco farmhouses — almost. But, the windows are
narrow slits — gun slits.
-Yes, they are gun post.

Do Not Use DDT Or TDE
On 1971 Tobacco Crops
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Don't use DDT and or TDE on tobacco,
DDT or TDE on your 1971 except for that still in channels of
tobacco crop! Growers who use trade and labeled for use of
either of these prohibited in- tobacco. However,Kentucky lawsecticides on tobacco risk having -an amendment to the Kentucky
their crop condemned, warns Dr. Economic Poisons Law (Sept. 1,
Wesley Gregory, entomologist 1970)—says that DDT must not be
with theUniversity of Kentucky used on tobacco in any stage of
Agriculture's growth. This means that DDT
of
College
Cooperative Extension Service. "still in channels of trade"
"Some growers are still confused cannot be used on Kentucky
about the use of DDT and TDE on tobacco even though it is perthis year's tobacco crop because, mitted under federal regulations.
ASCS Growers Who use these
statd, federal and
regulations are worded dif- prohibited insecticides run a
double risk, Gregory points out.
ferently," Gregory notes.
The Agricultural Stabilization They will suffer personal
and Conservation Service(ASCS) financial loss if their crop is
will require in 1971, as they did in condemned and they also can
1970, each grower to certify that place Kentucky's tobacco
he did not use DDT and or TDE program in a serious situation.
on his tobacco "after it was Farmers can help the state's
planted in the field on this tobacco program—and prevent
farm." U the grower hat used their own crops from being
using
the
DDT and or TDE on his field condemned--by
tobacco,he will not be eligible for recommended alternate insecticides which have proven
price support on that crop.
The wording on the cer- effective on tobacco. You can
tification form ("after it was find out about the insecticides
planted in the field") has caused approved for use on tobacco,at
some farmers to think that DDT your local county Extension
can be used on tobacco beds. office.
However, Kentucky law strictly
forbids the use of DDT on tobacco Photographs have detected as
in beds as well as in the field. many as 40,000 asteroids —
Adding to the confusion in small bodies up to 500 miles in
Kentucky is the federal diameter —revolving 'around
restriction which bans the use of the sun.

Dr. Dallas F. Billington

Dr. Dallas F. Billington
wants to invite all his friends
to join him every Sunday morning,

9:00 A.M.

Channel 29 U.H.F.
from
Paducah, Kentucky
(Cablevision Channel 10)
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Violei
of hic

Editor's Note: This is the
of two articles on increa
violence accompanying
school sports events.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service

LOS ANGELES — N
Schachter is principal of
Angeles High School. He al
one of the most respects.
ficials in the National Fool
League. And he is, right I
deeply concerned that fie
and rowdyism may des
interscholastic athletics at
know them today.
It is even possible most
sports will eventually
banned.
Schachter, whose
Angeles High School plant
almost destroyed in
February, 1971, earthqu
concedes "things are w
now than they have ever b
And it is not just here, bu
over the country."
The principal is head
special study group whic
attempting to draw
guidelines for crowd contra
Los Angeles City's 49
schools starting in the 1971
semester.
Because Los Angeles has
so many problems, and
worked so hard to attack t
in an organized way,
recommendations resul
from the survey almost
tainly will help set a pattet
controls for athletic event
over the nation.
Radical proposals have I
made to meet, the probl
when boys attack rival in
rock cars and buses, each
blows and hurl stone!
student "rivals." Schac

Dave Hi
Is Put 0
Probatia

ATLANTA • 4-44WISS.-160**1
the outstanding profesi
golfer who MEM to stay
water with the PGA, has
warned that he ma!
suspended from tournz
play if he gets out of line
within the next year.
Hill, a 34-year old ve
who has won eight tourna
—including three of tho
five at Memphis, Tenn.—
his 13-year pro career
informed Wednesday th
had been given a 3
probation for "kidding ax
during the Colonial Ni
two weeks ago at Ft. 1
Tex.
Hill, who had already
himself out of that Wilma
threw his ball out of a
trap and putted out. The
slapped him with a $500
Hill appealed the fine
tournament policy board
PG A's Tournament PI
Division (TPD) and then I
$1 million civil rights
against the PGA.
The board met here Ti
night, upheld the fine
added the one-year prot
"In the event o2 ft
infraction of tournament
and regulations, durini
probationary period, Mr
Will be subject to suspe
from TPD competition
termination of TPD me
ship," the PGA said.
The board also instruct
lawyers to oppose Hill'
"vigorously."
Hill, a slender reside
Evergreen, Colo., who
second on the PGA mono
In 1969 and 10th last
refused further comment
latest troubles with the
beyond noting that althou
had been suspended
times before, "I've nevet
on probation before."

MITER RECALL
NEW YORK (UPI)—Ti
York Yankees recalled i
der Frank Tepidino frau
Syracuse farm club
International League v
day. Tepidino hit .208 f
Chiefs in 18 games, had
home runs and drove i
runs.
SOCCER CHAMPS
WEMBLEY, England
—Dick man Dijk and Ar
icored goals Wednesdi
Sias of Amsterdam sl
Panathinaikos of Athens,
nye Holland the EL'
7hampions soccer cup I
iecond straight sear
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SPORTS UNLIMITED

Violence may force ban
of high sthool athletics
Editor's Note: This Is the last
of two articles on increasing
violence accompanying high
school sports events.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
WS ANGELES — Norm
Schachter is principal of Los
Angeles High School. He also is
one of the most respected officials in the National Football
League. And he is, right now,
deeply concerned that fighting
and rowdyism may destroy
interscholastic athletics as we
know them today.
It is even possible most prep
sports will eventually be
banned.
Schachter, whose
Los
Angeles High School plant was
almost destroyed in the
February, 1971, earthquake,
concedes ''things are worse
now than they have ever been.
And it is not just here, but all
over the country."
The principal is head of a
special study group which is
attempting to draw up
guidelines for crowd control for
Los Angeles City's 49 high
schools starting in the 1971 fall
semester.
Because Los Angeles has had
so many problems, and has
worked so hard to attack them
in an organized way, the
recommendations resulting
from the survey almost certainly will help set a pattern of
controls for athletic events all
over the nation.
Radical proposals have been
made to meet, the problems
when boys attack rival teams,
rock cars and buses, exchange
blows and hurl stones at
student "rivals." Schachter

said that they include:
— Holding all athletic games
in the daylight hours, including
basketball. It even has been
suggested we have games start
at 11 a.m.," he said.
— Hold athletic contests on
Sunday.
— When there is reason to
believe there is friction between schools, hold athletic
contests at neutral sites with
police guards. This already is
being done in isolated instances
— minus fans — in the
California area and elsewhere.
— Do away with all student
monitoring, and faculty
supervision, and hire police to
patrol all athletic events.
Adults, particularly parents
of schools involved, have been
shocked by the trouble at sports
events — even though they can
remember getting into scrapes
when they were teen-agers.
"When you and I were boys,"
Schachter said, "things were
different. There was occasional
trouble, but it was spontaneous.
Now it is premeditated.
"The kids — and some of
them are not students — bring
bricks and bottles and look for
trouble."
As do other officials,
Schachter hastens to add that a
small percentage of individuals
cause the trouble. But it is
trouble and it presents major
headaches for the school administrators.
Most athletes are taught
digcipTine more carefully than
ever before, and they resent the
troublemakers.
"The fights are stupid, and
they give all high school kids a
bad name," said Dave Regnier,
captain of the East Aurora, Ill.,
football team.

It was possible in days past
for nonathletic students to play
a irAajor part in controlling
crowds.
''But the way things are now,
you can't ask students to fight
other students," Schachter
said. "Then there is the
question of liability and insurance. The faculty and administration do not always
want to volunteer under the
conditions that exist today."
There is even some question
about the legal responsibility of
the school system toward offduty police in the event of injury. And that kind of problem
has arisen more than once.
What is being done is to
encourage all students —
particularly the athletes — to
exercise self-control at sports
events. "The attitude of the
coaches also is important,"
Schachter said.
There is no comparison
between prep and professional
athletic crowds, however,
Schachter said.
"There is no drinking permitted at high school events,
and the type of incidents that
arise at pro games are entirely
different."
Pro teams take special steps
— particularly in such cities as
San Francisco where there
have been incidents in the
stands and along the runways
to the locker rooms — to
protect the players.
&ill, there is no definite
safeguard against trouble in
charged
emotionally
situations.
The difference is that trouble
cannot be tolerated at the high
school level where the safety of
students is at stake.

MURRAY
30" CUT

RIDING MOWER
8 h.p. Briggs & Stratton easy -spin
motor, 3 speed forward with reverse,
parting brake
Reg. $329.88

4

Lowenstein 100% cotton easy
care fabric. Short sleeve 32
inch top with button front, the
hot pant shorta have a rope
belt, fake cuff ' and elastic .4
it
waist. Assorted spring prints.t
Sizes 8 to 16.

Double Knit

HOT PANTS
100% polyester crepe hot
pants with stitch crease.
Two button closing belt,
front, two pockets.
fly
Navy, gold, light green and
red in sizes 6 to 16.
Compare at 5.99

Your Choice

FAMOUS

LIMIT
2

BRECK

Miss Breck
Shampoo
HAIR SPRAY
or

By MILTON RICIIbIAN
Finley wouldn't give up the
UPI Sports Writer
title. A compromise was finally
NEW YORK (UPI) --Olathe worked out in which Joe Brown
Finley wanted to do something of Pittsburgh finally bought the
for his meal ticket, Vida Blue. car or it might still be in
ATLANTA 41014.1.411.ww-iiiiiirp—Tr
of-fat
iiirything, but sisme- Lane's garage.
the outstanding professional
thing ',octal.
Mere is a rule which says
golfer who seems to stay in hot
So the impulsive owner of the management can't give players
water with the PGA, has been
Oakland A's simply gave his incentive awards but Finley
warned that he may be
fantastic 21-year old Blue feels this one is okay. Besides,
suspended from tournament
blezer a brand new Cadillac the new car Blue is getting will
play if he gets out of line again
during Tuesday night's game be in the ball club's name so
within the next year.
with the New York Yankees.
you're free to draw whatever
Hill, a 34-year old veteran
Not just any Cadillac you conclusion you like.
who has won eight tournaments understand, but a
baby blue Vida Blue expressed his
—including three of the last
convertible, and Finley has appreciation for the car but he
five at Memphis, Tenn.—during
arranged with the California didn't go out and celebrate over
his 13-year pro career, was
Department of Motor Vehicles it. "Pm not really the Cadillac
informed Wednesday that he
so that the license plates on the type," he said. "I don't care
had been given a year's
car will bear only four letters what it is, just so long as it
probation for "kidding around"
L U E.
gets me to the ball park and
during the Colonial National
Finley got his brainstorm back."
two weeks ago at Ft. Worth,
while the remarkable poised Blue is drawing only a few
Tex.
and mature Vida Blue was dollars more than the miniotun
Hill, who had already shot
mowing down the Yankees, 5-2, salary of $12,750. When Finley
himself out of that tournament,
for his Ilth victory in 11 was asked what made him
threw his ball out of a sand
decisions. It was also Blue's decide to give Blue a new car
trap and putted out. The PGA
llth complete game.
he said: "It is a token for our
slapped him with a $500 fine.
Leaning over his field box sincere thanks and appreciation
Hill appealed the fine to the
near the A's dugout in the —plus the fact I'd be a little
tournament policy board of the
seventh inning, Finley thrust embarrassed to tell you what
PGA's Tournament Players
his scorecard in front of Dick Vida Blue is being paid."
Division (TPD) and then flied a
Williams, the Oakland mana$1 million civil rights suit ger. On the scorecard Finley "Does that mean you might
be tempted to tear up his
against the PGA.
had written a message asking contract soon?" someone asked
The board met here Tuesday
Williams what he thought about Finley. "What are you thinking
night, upheld the fine and
his idea of giving Blue a new of giving him if he should win
added the one-year probation.
car as a gift.
25 games?"
"In the event of further
Williams, who knew he wasn't Charley Finley didn't panic.
infraction of tournament rules
paying for it, read the message "There is such a thing as
and regulations, during the
looked up at Finley and getting carried away," he said
then
probationary period, Mr. Hill
said:
the way a good business man
brill be subject to suspension "Terrific!"
should.
from TPD competition and
Out on the mound, Vida Blue The fact is Vida Blue, only 21
termination of TPD memberdidn't know from nothing. He and putting in his first full
ship," the PGA said.
just kept pitching, settling down
The board also instructed its after a rocky start to retire 17 season in the majors, is by far
the hottest drawing card in
lawyers to oppose Hill's suit
men in a row from the second baseball today. Even those who
"vigorously."
inning to the eighth.
Hill, a slender resident of Ordinarily, the Yankees don't care at all about the
Evergreen, Colo., who was would have had about 12,000 on game go around inquiring:
second on the PGA money list hand to see them play the A's "Who is this Vida Blue?"
So far, Vida Blue, from the
in 1969 and 10th last year, Tuesday night.
refused further comment on his Instead, they drew 30,052 to srnall town of Mansfield,
latest troubles with the PGA Yankee Stadium and most of Louisiana, has borne up nobly
beyond noting that although he those people came to see one under the wave of publicity.
But there are subtle little signs
had been suspended several man —Vida Blue —providing
It is beginning to get to him.
never
been
"I've
before,
times
the Yanks with their largest He has to turn off his phone
on probation before."
night crowd in three years.
when the club is on the road
Finley was the first to tell and he has asked Williams if it
RECALLED
HITI'ER
Blue about the new gift he was is okay for him to "relax a
NEW YORK (UPI)—The.New giving him after the ballgame.
bit," and not give interviews on
York Yankees recalled outfiel- "Thank you," said the classy the day he's due to
pitch.
their
from
Tepidino
der Frank
lefty pitcher, still more excited Vida Blue doesn't knock all
the
Syracuse farm club of
with his victory than with his the publicity he has beer
International League Wednes- new $8,000 automobile.
getting, but he does see some
day. Tepidino hit .208 for the "Thank you very much ... danger signs.
three
had
Chiefs in 18 games,
damn it, they shouldn't have
home runs and drove in five gotten those two runs."
HOOPMEN SIGNED
runs.
Finley has given cars to DETROIT (UPI) —The DeCHAMPS
SOCCER
people before. He gave one to troit Pistons announced WedWEMBLEY, England (UPI) Frank Lane a number of years
xnesday they signed veterai
—Dick man DUI' and Arl Haan ago when he hired Lane as his
forward Steve Mix to a two
;cored goals Wednesday as general manager, giving up the
year contract and agreed to
Ajax of Amsterdam shut ou keys to the car but not the title.
terms with rookies James
Panathinaikos of Athens, 2-0, to When he fired Lane eight
Larranaga and Art Davis for
Ove Holland the European months later, the car remained
1971-72 National Basketball
the
the
for
liarnpions soccer cup
in Lane's garage because Association season
iecond straight year

Limit 2

00

Creme Rinse

Reynolds
Wrap
go-

Compare at 2.49
Assorted colors
• All over soft, flexible man
made material
• Cool comfort for home,beach,
backyard or camp
• Non skid sole
• Mens 7-12; Ladies 5-10
•

2

For 100

I
41-

100% COTTON

Herdhicy or Nes e
CAND BARS

DENIM WESTERN STYLE

Jamaicas
Sizes 8-16

IN 30 and 36 length

GOLD, TURQUOISE AND ROSE

LIMIT 6

In Assorted
Colors

11TM

$ 1 88

1 77

Reg. 44¢ Each
Choose from 10 pack bag of
almond, milk chocolate, Mr.
Goodbar or giant bars.

MISS CINDY HUTSON

4hA
Q

Of Route 4 Murray, Ky..,
Was The Winner Of The
Big Cash Prize Of '100'
i Given Away At Big K
During The Moonlite

S.

Madness Sale Of May 31st.
Mr. George Griffin Is
Presenting Cindy With The
'100' Prize.

Miaatt Crass; near Old-Son Of
Mary Ann Crass Of 114 North 17th
Street, Murray, Ky. Had The Honor Of
Drawing The Names Of The Winners
Of The Cash Prizes.

The Following People Were The Winners Of The 510" Cosh Prizes Given Awa
Every Hour During Our Sale.
Jan Todd
Route No. 3
Murray, Ky.

Ricky Hudson
508 Broad St.
Murray, Ky.

Alice McCutcheon
212 Grove Blvd.
Paris, Tenn.

Viola MeWherter
123 Gorden St.
Murray, Ky.

Flora Ruthford
Route No. 2
Paris, Tenn
Mrs. Marline Luchein
No. 24 Hale Trailer Court
Murray, Ky.
David Russel
Paris, Tenn.

Mrs. Lem Brewer
Route No. 3
Paris, Tenn.

Ricky Simmons
1397 Johnsons Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

Isaac Grogan
Route No. 5
Murray, Ky.

Betty Dovidron
Route No. 2
Paris, Tenn.

BEE-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sot.
1-6 Sundays

ACRES OF FREE PARKING PARKING

PH. 753-8777

4).

51'
0

)
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Your choice of regular or super
napkins in a box of 24.

Tier And Valance
Set
Curtains

Aluminum Foil

4/$1"

SANDALS

Reg.
63c
Each

Save 540 additional
Compare at 1.99
on this 13 oz. can
from 15
Choose
of Miss Brock.
oz. normal, dry or
oily shampoo or
• Regular
16 oz. creme rinse
• Super
in regular with body
• Unscented
or blonde.

25 Sq. Ft.

MENS & LADIES

24's

NAM EPRO

Sports Parade

Modess
Sanitary Napkins

BRECK

Reg. 774 Each

BRIO

Dave Hill
Is Put On
Probation

$28800

Compare
at 4.49
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Miss Debbie Steele 0r Mrs. J. B. Barham. . . •
Complimented With i
/
l,
i
*mew
Lovely Tea Shower i

the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd at
one p.m.

The Arts and Crafts Club will
Saturday, Jose 5
meet at the home of Mrs. Carl
!Miss Lillian Watters will Harrison, 215 South 13th Street,
present her piano students in the at 2:30 p.m.
fitst of two recitals at the Murray
ElIgh School auditorium at 7:30 Evening circles of the WSCS of
the First United Methodist
On.
Church will meet as follows:
Commencement exercises for Hannah with Mrs. Jack Shell, 820
University South 9th Street, at 7:30 p.m.;
State
Murray
graduates will be held at the Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Maurice
Fieldhouse at ten a.m. with Nick Ryan, 1213 Dogwood, at 7:30
T. Newberry of Omaha, p.m.; Wesleyan at the Southside
*braska, as the speaker.
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.

Miss Debbie Steele, bride-elect
of Howard L. Moss, was honored
with a lovely tea shower held at
the Holiday Inn in Murray on
Saturday, May 22, from two to
four o'clock in the afternoon.

Pbeas 753-1917 or
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Calloway County High School Beta Club
Has Had Several Projects In Past Year

of
handicapped
The Calloway County High mentally
For the special occasion the School Beta Club chapter had a Calloway. Because of the success
honoree chose to wear a pink and very good year for 1970-71 with of the school project this year,
yellow floral crepe dress with one hundred and six members. theclub is hoping to make the
matching yellow shoes. Her
A club spokesman 'said the mentally handicapped project an
Waage was of yellow carnations. members would like to per- annual event.
lemple Hill Lodge No. 276
Mrs. Clyde Steele, mother of sonally thank their sponsors,
%AM will meet at 7:30 p.m. for
Mai honoree, wore a brown knit Mrs. Myrtle Jones and Mrs.
Thursday, June ii
%tat in the Master Mason's
dress with beige accessories and Betty Riley,for all their help and Each homeroom decorated
their door at Christmas with the
will
corsage of white carnations
Watters
Lillian
Miss
cooperation given to the club and
place winner being given a
first
the
of
be
to
mother-in-law
The
present her pupils in a piano
individual members this year.
Sunday,June 6
honoree, Mrs. Howard A. Moss, The club has been active in the party by the club.
recital at the Murray High School
was attired in a green printed District Beta Club with Kevin
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dick of
voile dress with a white carnation Cooper as president, Tim Fannin
Murray Route Four will The Sunnyside Homemakers
of the Departmest corsage
as parliamentarian, and Linda The club's selling projects this
RELINQUMIHMS MSU CHAIRMANSHIP: Miss Clan Regis,since 1310 chairures
celebrate their 50th wedding Club will meet at the City Park at
Arnold as reporter. Miss Arnold year included selling school
Uaiversity, will relinquish that position July 1 at ber request nod return to a
State
Murray
at
Art
of
Miss Martha Hendon presided wrote and published the Beta sweatshirts, booster
atiniversary with an open house 10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Larry
departmod bas grown from
pins,
the
chairman,
as
tenure
her
During
department.
the
in
status
teaching
at the register at the table Particle, a district newsletter. At stationery,
al their home from two to five Watkins .
at
mums
25 students to 17 full-time faculty members and more this 325 art majors.
and
members
faculty
two
with
cloth
red
a
iirn. All friends and relatives are
(note by Wilson Woolley) overlaid with
the spring district meeting held homecoming, and a bake sale.
pink net. The many lovely gifts at Calloway County High School,
United to attend.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
From the money made on these
reader for the program on were displayed for the guests to Janey Kelso was selected district projects, members had a very
Women of the North Pleasant
Monday, June 7
"Mexican-Baptist Thrust To The view from similarly decorated reporter for the new year 1971-72. enjoyable weekend at the Beta
Ladies Steak Night will be held Grove Church will meet at the
tables.
at'
Crawford
Nix
Mrs.
of
Future".
home
6:30
nt the Oaks Country Club at
The Beta Club helps and en- Convention held in Louisville
Refreshments of punch, cake,
the
Others taking part in
Mrs. Paul
courages students to further their December 4-5.
.in. All members must make seven p.m. with
from
served
mints
and
were
nuts
program were Mesdames Jim
wew reservations with either Cunningham as the leader.
education after high school. It is
Washer, Jackie Tress, Gerald a beautifully appointed table also a service organization
Mesdames Thomas Jones, Max
Beta Club officers for 1971-72
Saturday, June 12 •
Boyd,Jack Cain, Urban Belcher, overlaid with a red cloth and pink serving the school and com- are Mike Burchett,president;
Walker, J. P. Parker, or Charles
an
with
and
centered
net
was
Houston, Ray Gillespie was the guest David Brasher, W. A. Erwin, Joe
Annette
Miss
Caldwell by June 5.
munity.
viceWinchester,
Joyce
arrangement of red carnations
The Charity Ball for the benefit daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold speaker at the May meeting ot Garland, and R. W. Blakely.
Service projects included: president; Vickie Gamble,
. The Oaks Country Club Swim of the Mental Health - Mental Houston, has completed plans for the Baptist Women of the Kirksey Guests at the meeting were and pink snapdragons.
Assiting the POW in writing recording secretary; Katie
The gracious hostesses for the
Team will hold its first practice Retardation Clinic will be held at her marriage to Artie Haneline, Baptist Church held at the Sheila Darnall and Mr. Gillespie.
letters for better treatment of Kemp, corresponding secretary;
HemRuby
Mrs.
were
occasion
iession at nine a.m. All members the Calloway County Country son of Mr. and Mrs. Burie church.
prisoners of war in North Viet- Alice Crawford, first treasurer;
don, Mrs. Velma Hendon, Mrs.
the team are requested to be Club from nine p.m. to one a.m. Haneline.
The speaker, a student at Movies in Masda
nam;sending gifts to the patients Sherry Bucy, treasurer; Dale
Mrs.
Rooine
Jewell,
Ruby
Boone,
B.
present.
0.
Mrs.
call
solemnized
be
For tickets
The wedding will
MANILA (UPI) — A total
at western State Hospital, Arnold, parliamentarian; Sandra
Murray State University, showed
Jr. 753-2949 or Mrs. Clegg Austin on Thursday, June 10, at seven slides taken while he was serving of 121 theaters are concen- Malcomb,and Mrs. Carrie Bucy. Hopkinsville; donating money to Hargrove, point secretary;
Ninety-eight persons called or
The Lottie Moon Group of the 753-5455.
o'clock in the evening at the as a missionary in New Mexico hated in Manila and its subthe Lubie McDaniel Scholarship Kathy Kelly, song leader;
First Baptist Church WMS will
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
urbs with 64 of these showing sent gifts to the tea during the fund, the Rescue Squad, and the Marsha Ernstberger, reporter.
last summer.
hours.
afternoon
Porter
Mrs.
of
home
the
Meet at
The bride-elect has chosen Mrs. Dan Edwards was the Filipino-hummer films only.
Rolland at 7:30 pin.
Miss Christy Scott as her maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be Miss
The Kathleen Jones Group of
Debbie Eldridge, Miss Nancy
First Baptist Church WMS
Hart, and Miss Dee Pugh. The
lull meet at the home of Mrs.
girls are all classmates and
Stanford Andrus at 7:15 p.m.
friends of the bride-elect.
Mrs. Harry Sparks and Mrs. Mr. Haneline will have his
County John Nutter, Jr., were the brother, Gary Haneline, as best
6:The
Calloway
Genealogical Society will meet at delightful hostesses for a man. He has chosen his close
Ilse Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m. with prenuptial tea honoring Miss friends Mike Ernestburger,
Mrs. Paul Hale of Hopkinsville as Jennifer Grogan, bride-elect of Duane Adams, and Rodney
Tommy Rowland, held on Tidwell, as groomsmen. Terry
the guest speaker.
Wednesday, June 1, from two tc Hart and Ronnie Hargrove will
• The Executive Board of the four o'clock in the afternoon at serve as ushers.
Little Miss Stephanie Dunn will
Murray Wotnan's Club will meet Oakhurst, home of Mrs. Sparks.
The guests were greeted and be the flower girl and Master
the club house at 11:30 a.m.
received by the hostess, the Philip Houston and Master Dean
honoree, and her mother, Mrs. Haneline will be the ringbearers
Tuesday. June 8
for the occasion.
Bob Grogan of Frankfort
Following Me Teremon•y a
:Morning Ctrs ot tee wiscs d Mew Gorgan wore a tasverstier
the First United Methodist linen dress with white ac- reception will beheld in the
church will meet ALS follows: cessories and was presented a fellowship hall of the church.
Only out of town invitation are
Alice Waters with Mrs. William corsage of yellow rosebuds. Her
E. Moffett, Panorama Shores, at mother was attired in a dress of being sent and all friends and
ten a.m., potluck luncheon; tangerine and white knit with a relatives are invited to attend
both the wedding and reception.
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. John corsage of blending rosebuds.
livesay, New Concord, at 9:30 The tea table was overlaid with
a.m.; Maryleona Frost with Mrs. a white linen and lace cloth and
Mini-theaters growing
PL P.Hutson, 1006 Main Street, at held an arrangement of mixed
NEW YORK (UPI) — Slick
was
Punch
flowers.
garden
a.m.
2:30
motion picture houses are
new
A complete Sell-Out last month, we were able to get another shipment of these fine quality
which
bowl
from
silver
a
served
opening all over the country.
!Groups of the WMS of the First featured a pink ice ring and The trend is toward grouping
2 to 10 yard Mill-Lengths and Sample Pieces for a Repeat Sale for our many customers
Baptist Church will meet as floating strawberries. Tiny mini-t heaters. United Artists
follows: 1 with Mrs. Graves saandwiches and cakes were Theatre Circuit, for example,
who did not get to our store in time for this Sensational Summer Fabric Buy! All brand
Hendon at 9:30cm.; 11 with Mrs. served from a silver tray. Mrs. recently opened "triple'theatnew Summer Patterns and Colors. Every yard First Quality from one of America's Leading Mills.
*ter Orr at ten a.m.; III with John Nutter, Jr., presided at the ers in Chicago's famous Marina
p.m.
bowl.
punch
two
at
Chiba
C.
VI's. B.
City Towers.
(We are not permitted to mention the name, because of this low sale price, but it's on the
The house was profusely
The Great Books Discussion decorated with roses from the
salvage of each piece to assure you of top quality at the lowest price ever.)
Group will meet at the Calloway gardens of the hostess.
NOME
County Public Library at seven Out of town guests were Mrs.
•
# # *
Our
readers
are
i,m. for a discussion of Judy Jenkins and Mrs. Frank
reminded that the Ledger
Young, Jr., of Paducah; Mrs.
Aristotle's Poetics.
& Times will not publish
John Hicks, Mayfield; Mrs. John
weddings or bridal showers
Ned
Rogers,
Mrs.
Hickory;
Providence
New
The
that occurred thirty days
Homemakers Club will have a Casey, Evansville, Ind.; Mrs.
kancheon at the Colonial House Gary Grogan and Mrs. Paul previous to the date of
publication.
Smorgasbord at 11:30 a.m. Jones, Frankfort.
followed by a meeting at the
Calloway Public Library at one
Polyester and Cotton Poplins

cw.igme

Plans Completed By Ray Gillespie Is
Annette Houston
Guest Speaker At
For Her Wedding
Kirksey Meeting

Factor
Truck
PT
4-My h
7.75x14" or 1
$1
.684 Plus $;
F.E.T
8.25x14" or 1!
$1 744 Plus Si
F.E.T
LI
8.55:14" or 1
$1852 Plus $;
F.E.T
9.00x15"
Plus $;
F.E.T

$1913

0

Jennifer Grogan Is
Honored At Tea At
The Sparks' Home

REPEATING A SELL-OUT
Monday, June 7th -9:00 a.m.
ilimitoornuti

ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF REGULAR 98' TO '1.99 SUMMER

4

AT ONE UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICE!!

••-deve
SURVEVO
mtL
FOR EXTRA CO

1178x14"

or

J78x14"-

or 1

L78x14"

or

_EXTRA Val

WITH Ri
F7011 4'' or 1
G7011 4- o,1

700x15 - 6 ply
750x16 - 8 ply

MIRACL

•

e. •
The Paris Road Homemakers
b will have a luncheon at the
tly Park.

t

HOUSEHOLD
HINTS

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
straight up and down beside
Order of the Eastern Star will
the pan.
dteet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 By United Press International
.•
.
0.111.
jeep chilling, a method
value.in rib ilhasts
best
The
which chills the product at 28
Wedoesday,.hoe
degrees Fahrenheit and holds is the seven-inch roast, even
it there, gives poultry a much thoughiprice per pound is high,The ladies day luncheon will be longer shelf life, the U.S. De- er, says Dr. Rohm. Mandigo,
*need at the Oaks Country Club partment of Agriculture re- extension meat specialist at the
University of Nebraska.
12:15 p.m. Make reservations Ports•••
Monday with Mrs. Eli
•• *
•
r 753-3270 or Mrs. Fred
quack is out to
food
The
According to one survey,
753-2225. Other hostesses reported by University of make a profit at the expense
Mesdames Robert G Jeffrey, Nebraska home economists, of your health, so learn to recrry Furches, T C. Collie, the wife working outside the ognize him, suggests the Cooperative Extension Service of
Mitchell Story, Charles Homra, home spends five hours a day
Elden Erwin. Allen McCoy, in household work. This com- the University of Nebraska.
Cheek his terminology and
pares to an average of eight
IlEchard Tuck, Joe Outland, Cody hours per day on housework
watch for such plw?ses as
Claldwell, Harold Robertson, and for homemakers who are not "wonder foods,"
miracle
elchard Latimer
foods," "nature's own foods,"
employed outside the home.
"food cures."
•••
!The Pottertown Homemakers
Needless injuries
If
rug
no
your
has
pad,
or
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn if the
LANSING, Mich. (UPI)
foam rubber backing has
it ten a.m.
Most of the 50,000 injuries
started to crumble, buy a new
suffered by workers on the
cushion and you will get more
Grove wear
Harris
7 The
job in Michigan during 1970
from the carpet and a
Homemakers Club will meet at new spring underfoot.
could have been prevented
through safe working procedthe Holiday Inn at ten a.m.
* ••
ures and correction of unsafe
Recipes
give
size
and
someCOntord
conditions, according to the
Hew
, The
times
the
shop,
of
the
pan
to
State Labor Department.
Homemakers CM will meet
Use, TO find the,s4e,_veasure
The deportment said only a
Ow Paris Laming Stale Pot at
the pan at the top from the few of the employe injuries
fa:30 a.m.
inside of the rim on one side
were victims of unusual or
the inside rim on the other
to
freak circumstances' beyond
Grove
The South Pleasant
.aije.41easure the depth of the
the control of either the emHomemakers Cub Blfl niott at pen by
holding the ruler
ploye or the employer.

t

0

or 1

H7Oal 4

EXTR
TRACT!

• Polyester and Cotton Peasant Prints
• 100% Cotton Canvas Prints and Solids

Nylon

• 100% Cotton Patch-work Prints

670x15 - 6 ply

• 100% Cotton Denim Stripes and Prints

Plus $2.82

PER
INCH

• Polyester and Cotton Oxford Shirtings
• And Many, Many Others

F.E.

700x15 - 6 ply
Plus $3.26

FE'.

650x16 - 6 ply

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION!

750x 16 - 8 ply
1/2

If you can thread a needle, sew a

LAWPS

stitch, don't miss this Tremendous
Summer Sportswear Fabric Sale.
Be there when the door opens Monday
for best selection!

,

Rtitittlit
1/11204 W. WASHINGTON

PARIS, TENNESSEE

Briggs &

Wolesa le
and
Retail

ROE
Hi-way 68

27-!

...L...•-•Stotr.:"•••••etottimorloyewor-gle
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ARMSTRONG

Reciprocal Meat Conference
Scheduled At UK June 13-15

LEXINGTON, Ky.—The 24th be Extension teaching and
annual Reciprocal Meat Con- research workers in meat science
ference of the American Meat from universities all over the
Science Association will be held United States and a few foreign
here June 13-15 at the University countries; U. S. Department of
of Kentucky.
Agriculture researchers; and
Attending the conference will research and development
personnel from many meat
•
processing and food companies.
0 rg EDITOR
'
LETIIRS
The conference opens Sunday,
Wei 411111ftelit 4101f Atallie00164
13, with registration and an
June
WHITEWALL
informal reception in the
4-Ply Nylon—Non-Skid Treed
evening. Formal sessions of the
Dear Editor:
meeting will begin Monday
7.75x14" or 15"
morning with Max D. Judge of
Plus $2.16
I
if
comment,
to
I would like
University, president of
Purdue
F.E.T.
may, on your editorial of May 28
Meat Science
American
the
entitled "The Voter Speaks". You
Association, presiding.
8.25,04" or 15"
that
editorial
this
predicted in
Among the featured speakers
$1.744 Plus $2.37
City taxes would be raised
the first full day of the conon
F.E.T.
because "the citizens of Murray
ference is Ray Johnson of the
more
and
more
demanded
have
Environmental Protection
8.55x14" or 15"
services from the city adAgency in Washington,D.C., who
$1.852 Plus $2.54
ministration." I am not sure what
will speak on "What Lies Ahead
more
F.E.T.
and
more
by
mean
you
for the Food Industry for
whether
question
services, but I
Chemical
and
Pesticides
9.00x15"
we have "more and more" Residues." Also speaking on
Plus $2.89
services now than we did when,
Monday morning-will be Edward
F.E.T.
as a child of 8 or 9, in 1944, I lived H.
Bryan, manager of the
Poplar
on the corner of 4th and
Ecology
Division, Environmental
Streets, where the Baptist
ARMSTRONG
Projects Group, Rex Chain Belt
now.
is
lot
parking
Co. Inc. He will discuss "The
As I remember it, each time I Environmental Crisis in Perpulled the handle the commode spective: A Concern for the
With Polyester
flushed, all our water faucets ran Livestock and Meat Industry."
when called upon, and when, Monday's program concludes
FIBER GLASS
playing with matches, I set the with a picnic at Keeneland Race
house on fire, the firemen came Track.
and put it out. The city limits Tuesday's program features
Whitewall 2+2
were somewhere around 12th discussions of meat animal
F78x14" or 15"
Street, and most of the streets growth and development,
inside the city limits were paved, problems in the industry concurbed, guttered, and had cerning meat packing, and the
sidewalks. I do not believe that meat insutry's influence on the
we can say the same for the food service industry. These
Plus $2.62 F.E.T.
present time.
discussions will be followed by
G78x14" or 15"
Certainly we need more the annual meeting of the
firemen and more policemen and American
Science
Meat
more services, because the city Association, and a Recognition
limits have been pushed further Banquet that night will conclude
and further out, apparently in the conference.
Plus 2.60 F.E.T
search of more tax revenue.
However, if the city adPlus $3.00
ministration were to do a little
F.E.T.
research on the subject, I believe
H78x14" or 15"
that they would find that subdivisions do not pay their own
Plus $3.12
way in taxes for the services they
F.E.T.
J78x14"- or 15"
demand, unless one counts the
taxes received from the
Plus $3.19
businesses which grow up to
service the subdivisions. The city
L78x14" or 15"
F.E.T.
has pursued the course of annexation,often over the protest
!hose beinsenninogi, befaaa
were ready to provide even
minimal services, much less the
"more and more" that you speak
—
of. In areas recently annexed, the
F70a14" or 15"
Plus $2.64 F.E.T.
city cannot even provide sewer
service.
G70x14" sr 15"
Plus $2.14 F.E.T.
This annexation policy has
apparently been pursued with the
14701114" or 15" $2836 Plus $3.11 F.E.T.
mistaken idea that more tax
revenue would put the city on a
footing.
financial
better
the erux
that
believe
I
However,
ARMSTRONG
if the problem lies in the business
Extra Mileage
and residential balance withir
Nylon
the city. Until 1958 Murray had a
balanced
business
an
residential structure. After 1958
we began to zone, and in zoning
.we upset the natural balance FACES CHARGES — Heidi
escort670x15 - 6 ply
$1760
between business and residential Ann Fletcher, 21, is
headquarPlus $2.42 F.E.T.
areas, and in doing so, partially ed from police
ters in Washington utter
upset our tax structure.
650xI6 - 6 ply
she and two male companThe principal arteries inside ions were charged in the
Plus $2.61 F.E.T.
the city limits (Main Street and slaying of a policeman du;12th Street) were zoned ing a robbery of a savings
Plus $2.87 F.E.T.
residential. This forced business and loan company. She is
700x15 - 6 ply
to locate on the fringes of the -daughter of Thr,n
f
Plus $3.72 F.E.T.
750x16 - 8 ply
Murray, outside the city limits Fletcher, city manap
where no one could dectate their San Jose, Calif., and to! mt r
MIRACLE
growth. The city then reached out Washington deputy
to take in this highly taxable
property, leapfrogging large STRANGE CATCH
undeveltafet tracts, which are BROADSTONE,
England
still generating insufficient tax (UPI)—Skipper Tony Pearce
revenue. This also left a region in hooked a catch to beat any
Nylon
the mid-town area which is fisherman's story—a World
4roi
beginning to show signs of the War II rocket.
670x15 -6 ply
blight which we commonly speak Pearce said he pulled up the
41Setlie'
of as "grey area" in larger cities. eight-foot
long rocket, complete
Plus $2.82 F.E.T.
This developing grey area, or with
warhead, when he hoisted
Inner city as it will be called anchor
on his fishing boat
700x15 - 6 ply
within a few years, will not
ft/
"I knew what the thing was
generate the tax revenue it straight
Plus $3.26 F.itir.
away," Pearce said "I
1.L,.
should and as it naturally would if had seen
them during the war.
it were allowed to develop for its
was
It
bloody
scaring.6 ply $2337 Plus $2.45 F.E.T.
logical use - business and COM- After a short struggle, the
mercial. Few people like to live
rocket broke free and sank.
26 Plus $4.18 F.E.T.
on streets traversed by as much P
7511‘16 sph
arce marked the spot and
31
traffic as flows down both these riorted his find to naval
main arteries; hence the
authorities.
2 H.P. 21"
/
.31
buildings will be less and less
well-kept as time goes on, and the the
lots on these thoroughfares do
property will become leas and not
meet the required minimums,
Briggs & Stratton Motor
less valuable, generating less and then developers would acquire
less tax revenue. This tax loss lots behind those faring the
No
Wholesale
Wolesa le
will have to be made up by instreets, so as to give the proper
Down
and
creased rates on the outlying area for commercial developand
Payment
Retail
districts of the city because ment. If the inner city were
Retail
business will continue to grow on
allowed to develop as it naturally
the fringe areas, forcing the city
should, we again would reach the
to reach further and further out
between
balance
proper
in search of more revenue.
residential and business use,
The argument has been used in which would help to generate the
zoning Main and 12th Streets
residential that the lots along taxes we need without raising the
these main thoroughfares are to tax rate.
shallow for business use. This However, judging from the lax
argument will not hold water. thinking done on this in the past, I
The development regulations of will have to agree with your
the city of Murray require Prediction; taxes may well g°
minimum areas and setbacks for
Sincerely,
commercial buildings and for the
Melvin Bijrft Henley
lots on which they are located. If

Factory Tire Outlet
Truck Load Sale

PT 107

'16"

$19,3

-10t. 4
SATURDAY—JUNE 5, 19714

,kFTl(AY

CLOSEOUT SALE
STARTS MONDAY!

12th & Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

We are closing our doors, but before
we go we are giving you a chance
to save an unbelieveable amount of
money on all merchandise left in
the store!

FATSO
DUAL

$232°

$24"

$2535
$2638
$2852

-*JIMA IMIDLIREAllor 70 SERIES
WITH RAISED WHITE LETTERS

'2737

TRUCK TIRE

$1014
.0

$203'
$2535

EXTRA
TRACTION

'22"

LAWN MOWER

$49"

4.

-

ALL ITEMS REDUCED
10% TO 50%
OR MORE
'Toil will receige at' Waif
a ten per cent discount
on everything you buy.
(10% will be deducted
from your total bill at
the check stand).
Plus hundreds of items will
be marked down as much
as 50%!

Tf2
Everything Is On A First Come,
First Served Basis
•
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New Business Magazine,
Published By Students,
A Winner Within a Year

CELEBRATE

PAGE SEVEN

SAAM
.
e
of Murray

Out

Hwy. 641 So.

Your Family Restaurant

By Central Press
NEW YORK--John Perel is
giving Madison Avenue a ItsSan in magazine publishing.
During the past nine months
while several major magazines
have gone out of business and
Served Each Sunday
several others walk on wobbling
legs because of lack of adver11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
tising support, the 21-year-old
Princeton University studentIncludi
ng Drink, Dessert & Tax
publisher's three-year-old magazine has reached all time high
/
1
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
advertising revenues.
Please the entire family... Bring them to the
Perel founded Business Today as an 18-year-old freshman
restaura
nt where dining is-a-pleasure. Excellent
at Princeton: "I was shocked
at the misinformation students
food, fine service homey atmosphere! Make It a
and professors had about the
business world." Together with
Sunday habit
two fellow students, the young
man from Richmond, Va.,
walked into offices up and down
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Madison Avenue with a mock
ENO OF 52-YiAN ONOUGHT—EniuYintlan open saloon policy for the first time
up of a magazine devoted to
in 52 years, happy Texans are served legally mixed drinks by Joe Campisi (right),
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
"establish some kind of dia°tomer
Restaurv
Egyptian
nt
of
in Dallas.
the
logue explaining business."
He personally sold all 21 fullpage ads in the initial 68-page
issue to such companies as
I BM, U.S. Steel, and Chrysler
rol
The article in the first iasue.
"Defense of Saran Wrap: The
Real Side of Dow." More than
we live." he says. "To achieve
50,000 copies went out.
out goals we feel that we can
• • •
—and must- -work through the
social structure you have given
THE FIRST issue also carried
articles by such luminaries as
James Reston, William F. BuckThere is ample justification
ley Jr.. and David Lawrence.
for their attempts to foster diIt also carried a comment
alogue. In an exclusive interthat typified their frankness
view in a recent issue, Att. Gen.
while complimenting Columbia
John Mitchell is quoted: "I
University President Grayson
have found in meeting with stuKirk for his stand against students that they have pretty
dent demonstrators: "We found
closed minds—they are not willit a refreshing sight to see cops,
ing to debate. They get all of
their clubs a swingin,' disrupt
their information out of the
article.
They
would
have
gotten
a band of willful ruffians discampus press or the undera
tremendo
us
response
if
the
rupting a whole university."
ground press. This disturbs me
Today, some 12 issues later, company had answered some of very much."
Perel stresses that the 'maga- the points."
• • •
Humble's ad director agreed
zine strength is that it is -writTHIS, TOO, riattute the-Staff
ten for students by students." with Mims suggestions - and
of BT vary much. So much, in
That's the only way we're go- bought two ads.
Perel, who has become a much fact, they are planning to bring
ing to make what we're trying
to do credible. If we hired pro- sought-after speaker, often together 200 businessmen and
fessional writers, we'd be just quotes John D. Rockefeller, III, 200 stulenta this autumn in
another Business Week or For- in explaining youth to the peo- Washington for a three-day conple on "the other side of the ference, "Business Tomorrow."
tune," he says
supposed
generation
gap." They're also in the midst of
• • •
Rockefeller says: 'Instead of publishing a book of letters anc
ALTHOUGH the magazine is worrying about
how to suppress replies culled from a regulai
pro-business, the editors don't the youth
revolution, we of the featured insert in the magazine
bow to the power of the "estab- older generatio
n should be wor- "A Letter to a Businessman.'
lishment." They recently had rying about
how to sustain It.'" where students send then
Ralph Nader face off verbally
• • •
thoughts and comments to leadMidsummer Night's Nightmare—for hen
against Henry Ford—and car- "WE GIVE
the establishment ing businessmen.
tied Ford ads along the way. an opportuni
By JAN KING
ty to tell students
Though the magazine is mak"Vmailsber, they haprid no," says waist goo& taiamm awe mama ww- sus
Written Especially for Cc atrafIn to unit T him Newspaper
mieure—'.1haieee
advertising manager Stephen complished and what things
PI Wag islVISMINCAVVrbillia•e•mil. ar
st women the new WAare pected" Perel and his twc
M. Mims.
im means the advent of beautifill bathing and good gardening.
on the planning board. UnderA sampling of their stands: standing between the two co-founders aren't getting rich However, for all too many that date will usher in the sleepless
Each year the staff gets a free season
1 --On former Senator Eugene grow will lead to progress
as their husbands begin z-z-z-z-z-z-ng their way through
spring vacation -this year tc
McCarthy during his presiden- solutions — n o t monologuand
es, Bermuda. And all other "re- the night.
Scientists say the reason summer snoozing is polluted by noises
tial campaign. "He's a sleeping chaos ind inaction," young Perel
tained earnings" go to the
pill."
recently told a group of bust- Foundation for Student Com- is that when men get more ultra-violet sunshine, the more relaxed they
2—On Humble Oil Company nommen.
munication, Inc., a non-profit laxed men are when they punch their pillows. And the more reafter a story lambasting the oil "U nIl ke many
are, the deeper and louder they are likely to snore.
dissident
organizat
ion
designed to "cut
Industry: Publisher Stephen groups, we're realistic enough
Experts blame this situation on something called the velum.
through
the
rhetoric and discovMims says: "Humble hated our to realize that we can do
uvula and paraphorda clause. The velum is the soft palate;
some- er exactly where and how busi- the
paraphonia clause is what a
guts. We told them they should thing, have a great impact
on
nessmen
and
students
differ and, man has when his soft palate &eels who ran some tests
1301 Main Street
have advertised across from the moulding the society
Murray, Kentucky
in which sometimes surprisingly, agree
(Next To The Dairy Queen)
gets too relaxed and hangs found that some men register
as high as 70 decibels on noiseclown too low.
BLACK AIDE'S TOUR
Chisholm, D.N.Y., will leave in Into the compound of the
measurement machines. That's
This diverts
ENSIMMEMESISTOKEISTEMEWI
WASHINGTON (UPI)
— about three weeks to meet first Consulate General in Kobe from the throat air vibrations about as loud as a tuba boominto the nose.
Black members of the House with Army, Air Force and early today but did not damage
The breath moving over the tag away on "The Stars and
have decided to send one of community leaders in Germany the building.
palate makes it flutter, which Stripes Forever!"
their staff on a tour of where, Mrs. Chisholm said, the Police said a young
man in turn produces that nighttime In case you resent having to
sleep in another room
Germany, Turkey, Italy and situation involving black ser- believed to be in his early
the
20's enemy of female repose — the nightly "music" Martzwhen
consider
Greece to see whether black vicemen is critical.
hurled the bottles filled with male snore.
the
case
of
a Chicago couple
• • •
U.S. servicemen are discrimingasoline and fled. The exploaho finally took their snoring
ated against abroad.
sives tocched off flames but SAWING away to his heart s problem to court. The judge
US BUILDING BOMBED
wipe, a male may inhale 1.500
Thaddeus Garrett Jr., re- KOBE, Jape
( UPI i—Four members of the consulate cubic centimeters of air or granted the wife separate mainsearch assistant to Rep. Shirley Molotov
tenance and ordered the husImmediat
ely
put them out.
Cocktails were thrown
more with every breath. That's band to leave the house
altoseven times as much air as gether and move into a
hotel.
some non-snorers.
Incidentally, many solutions
As so many women are well have been offered for this disaware, a snore can be loud turber of domestic tranquility.
enough to rattle the dishes and So far as we can determine
awaken the children. Sound en - none of them really work.
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Everything

By Nevyle Shackelford •
We often talk of the b
of nature and like to th
lbfl situation as orderly
time Puritan prayer
lig. but the fac
- t is, na
about as well balance
sentinel crow perched
top twig of a weeping "vi
a high wind. Almost an
can upset nature's
cart-usually with catast
gesults.
To illustrate the
harles Darwin once
lihat in a certain English
the amount of honey pr
was in direct proportion
old maids living therein.
The old maids in this
as many women of thi
once did, kept cats. T
caught birds, and th
caught bees. Thus, Da
covered a direct relat
between spinsters an
amount of honey loc
keepers could harvest
robbing time.
All this balance of
stuff is tied up in a war
"ecology." This is p
one of our least kno
most fascinating scien
somewhat of an exten
biology and a study
extremely complex
ship that exists bet
living creatures and
vironments.

In The Store

This Is My Way of Saying
THANKS For Your Patronage

The Fashion Shack

Savings up
to 32%!
'Limited Time

Clearance
Specials
399

RIG. NM

Peary carter Latex tr
im
House Paint
Dries in 30 minutes
For all exterior sun CEO. 54.111

VISIT

CaPP HOMOV

Rol Latex
Interior Latex
Paint
Washable Easy

OrnSION OF

loop and water clean

EVANS PRODUCTS

%PP

COMPANY

coat covers .nost
surfaces

OPEN HOUSE
ERECTED. CLOSED IN
AND READY TO FINISH

DOOR PRIZE!

Sturdy, reusable. Handle
& traY Reg. '1.29
994

Let us show you how to save by building the
Sunday, June 6-1 to 5 p.m. Capp
-Homes Way. We do all the heavy
erection right on your lot and furnish all
the Orbey C. Better home in
finishing materials inside and out for the
Murray, Ky.
price quoted.
We'll show you how you save even morn
HOW TO GET TO THE OPEN HOUSE:
by handling the easy finishing touches yourself, or by sub-contracting. You'll also see
At Ken Lake Park, west of Hopkin- the fine quality labor and materials, plus
svilk, Ky,at Junction 68 and Road 94
hundreds of new floor plan ideas.
W., go south on 94W for 13 miles to ISO,
then left 5 miles to 614. then right and go
4 miles to Lakeway Shore line. Watch
111111 MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
for Capp-Homes Open House signs.
1 TO CAPP-HOMES OPIN HOUSE

OFF TO HAWAII . . . AGAIN—Ron and Beatriz Shouse
prepare to launch their 10-foot . rubber raft for the
third time on a two-month, 2,400-mile voyage to Hawaii. The man and wife team started out on the trap
from Santa Cruz, Calif. bcce before, but the raft ended
up on the beach (,r, both occasions.

REFRESHMENTS!

11

YOUR CAPP-HOMES MAN IS:

Joel LaRoy

2411 North Evans
Evansville, Indiana 47711
Phone- 812-422-0487

Roll*, & Pon
Sot

Io

IN

Box 19816 Airport, Port Coltunbus,Ohio

I
Meese send me details on Capp-Hemel 43219 II

N ma
Address
Town

or RFD

Stale
Phone

c1,—alot

Z•p

•

don't own a lot
but could get one

I

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 t11. till 6:00 p.m.

Latex Wall
Paint
Budget Priced he Froshan.up
and cover up paint job,
Whtte and Colors. contains
teed tree pimento.
Gal. Now

Rol-Hide Latex
Wall Paint
44
K.,ns

• e.t.a
• nson•
"Our Best"

Reg seas

SCOTT DRUG
I 205 Chestnut Street

per Gal

Gal

'599

•Ir..twows
• twer•Rwsits-4
Reg.
5329

Trim & Deck
Enamels
Interiors, Exteriors
and Marine
• Nies Glen recta.

• Cenci
Reg $2.39
p.tQt

Rol-Eze Acrylic
Latex
House Paint
• One Coat reww
•'WO eriohne - Chareht•

Psi $6.59
Gat.

99

Marui Cotten- ..the paint with the woman's tnuc

BILBREY'S 40)1

E. MAIN STREET

PHONE 753-5617

According to this
form of life-and that
human life-stands
alone. Each form is
way vitally dependen
the others, Bacte
instance, enrich the s
worms, after a fashio
the soil up so that pi
grow,. Rabbits eat
and in tum,•are eaten
cats. These latter ani
provide nourisiunent
bacteria, and the who
starts over again.
But kill off the rab
the plants will prolife
became weeds. Kill
wildcats, the rabbits
come pests, and the"
will be upset.
The same set of e
rules that governs the
of *bacteria, worms,
wildcats, and plan
applies to man. The
maintain existence, i
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Outdoor Lore

Donald Jones
Wins Fishing
Tournament

Statewide 1
Fishing
Report

AA

irn -

•

The Decaturville Lions Club,
nsoring organization of 'the
nited States Open Kentucky
e Fishing Tournament, has
nnounced the Grand Prize
rs of the 1971 tournament.
By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
First place in the Bass division
We often talk of the balance coming ,more and more
nt to Donald Jones of Murray,
•••
'th his catch of a 9 lb. 11 oz.
of nature and like to think of apparent that he must pay
Bass.
the situation as orderly as an greater heed to these rules or
An inexpensive backpack can make things lots easier.
He was awarded a Tidecraft
ofd tizpe Puritan prayer meet- face disasterous consequences.
ss boat with a mercury engine
— is Many scientistiliave concluded
ing. 'But the faCfir, nittire
and moody trailer, along with
•
about as well balanced as a that after all these years of
this, he received a trophy
sentinel crow perched on the heedless exploitation and endenoting him as the 1971 Kentop twig of a weeping willow in vironmental ravishment„ man
tucky Lake Bass fishing
Champion.
high wind. Almost anything stands now at the crossroads of
First prize, in the crappie
can upset nature's apple survival and his very future
was awarded to James
kids
on
division,
NEW
YORK—Taking
the
summer
hikes
and
camping
cart-usually with catastrophic depends upon which road he
trips is a challenge, but can be great fun for the family. Thou- Spencer of Medina, Tenn.,for his
takes.
fesults.
sands of Americans are seeking out the great outdoors for-a day catch of a 2 lb. 15 oz. He was
It is the consensus of these
To illustrate the point,
or a week of family fun—at little cost. It just takes planning.
awarded a Lowrance Fish Lo-KOne important thing to remember is that the adult yearn to
harles Darwin once wrote scientists, however, that man
4 "I
assortment of line and
''get away from it all" is not always shared by your children. Tor and
Cat in a certain English village still has time to reverse the
s
Mit
They're pretty happy at home, with the neighborhood friends and lures. He received a trophy
the amount of honey produced trend of unbalancing nature,
television for entertainment. So, if you want to take the kids denoting him the crappie fishing
along, plan activities they will enjoy too, centered around nature. champion of 1971.
was in direct proportion to the but that time is swiftly running
Pre-trip shopping and packing should include selecting a pockRunner up in the crappie
old maids living therein.
out. It has been proven that
et-sized nature book or two from the ecology shelf at your local
went to Billy McCuiston
division
village,
The old maids in this
with his superior intellect, he
bookstore. Children love diacovfor his catch of 2lb. 12
Murray,
of
carry
the
load during the hike.
ering the cycle of nature, and
as many women of this status can utilize natural resources
are fascinated by blowing seeds If you're on a longer trip, let z.
once did, kept cats. The cats without completely destroying
dad carry the big expedition Runner up in the Bass cirivision
Kentucky Lake—Good fishing from a milkweed pod or by backpack
3
and let everyone over went to Roger Buffington of 11 3t
caught birds, and the birds them, but the test is: Will he
finding lichens on a tree stump.
in
crappie
for both black bass and
3
You should also collect small, six years carry a small day bag. Jackson, Tenn., for his catch of 9
caught bees. Thus. Darwin dis- do it? Will he be willing to area near Tennessee line-black
A lightweight nylon pack
games and surprise bags for
and
comforts
1
oz.
lb.
covered a direct relationship sacrifice creature
BLUEGILL FISHING PROVIDES EXCITEMENT
by casting surface plubs and the junior members to open sells for about $10.
1.1
between spinsters and the immediate gain and make the artificial worms, croppie over every so often during rest stops
on
the hike. You can make a
There's no telling how many fishermen there are who are I
amount of honey local bee- supreme attempts to save the stumpbeds at eight feet, below
tic-tac-toe cover for a sleeping,
perfectly satisfied to catch only bluegill.
keepers could harvest at bite last remaining fragments, and dam,catfish good. All sections of pillow by stitching on game
remainder
They are the experts along this line-people who scorn other :1
will he be willing to coordinate main lake murky,
robbing time.
lines. On the inside, attach a
stable at 74.
and
clear
types
of fish. Their choice is bluegill and they don't mind letting
pocket
and fill it with felt X's
All this balance of nature his knowledge into
Barkley—Black bass far to and O's.
the world know.
Ii
stuff is tied up in a word called responsibility for the common good with some limits in main
To keep the kids comfortsble,
These individuals, surely, must take a bit of ribbing from the
select
crappie,
"ecology." This is probably good?
extra
such
any
other
warm clothes
erudite bass caster, who abhors the thought of catching
lake by casting, fair
one of our least known, but
below dam, bluegill good off rip as hooded sweatshirts which
fish than the black bass,or the trout fisherman who thinks that he
can be discarded and carried in
is the only purist in the business.
rap. Murky and stable at 74.
most fascinating sciences. It is
the pack during the heat of the
Si
This is all well and good. As they say, it takes all kinds to make
Barren Lake—Black bass good day. Also include an extra pair
somewhat of an extension of
up the world and the same goes for fishing in Kentucky. So, to go 4
with many half limits reported by of socks and a jacket for each
biology and a study of the
"mod" about it all, each fisherman has his individual "thing" to. ir
casting, good catches of samall child in case enthusiasm leads
relationcomplex
extremely
Time was when outboard boat crappie, white bass fair below to puddle hopping.
do.
• • •
I.
ship that exists between all operators stuck close to shore. dam. Clear to murky and stable
Now that the bluegill fisherman has been equated with the soBEFORE
leaving
home,
imgive
living creatures and their en- But, so dramatic are the
called upper echelon, let's get down to the nitty-gritty of catching
at 71.
your
children
an
interesting
deprovements American industry Nolin—Black bass good with
vironments.
this tiny, terrific fighter.
scription of just what to expect.
has made in both boats and some limits, fair crappie at 10 Discussions about
It's about time,right now, for the bluegill to be on the nest. He
the special
motors that today it is com- feet, some trout below dam. fun ahead can make the going
moves ins bit later than other species of fish and deposits his eggs
monplace to see outboards and Clear and stable at 70.
infinitely easier. Get a map of
in a nest fanned out for that purpose by both male and female of
11 stern drives cruising in Dale—White bass fair at night the area you'll be going to for
the species. Usually the eggs are on a clearing on the bottom of
places once considered the ex- at 25 feet, scattered blacks. the hike and let them help
the lake,in water not more than a couple of feet deep.
mark the route.
clusive province of large and Clear, falling slowly at 72.
Many individuals may spawn eggs in this area and, once
Practice at home pays off
elaborate yachts.
bluegill
spawned,the adults stand by to protect the eggs from Marauders,
Herrington—Good big
too. You can start taking SunIf you're new to boating and by drift fishing off deep banks, day walks and carry along ft
and therein lies their downfall. They'll battle anything that comes
near me nest-even* tanker boss is pot to night by the sharp
have ah.414114 10,40etrh iti.moC4 some whits bamt at night. -Clear smelt in Abe da
about your new rig as possible, and stable at 73.
sa.ck you'll take on the trip. A
pinpointed darts of the bluegill.
you're probably already started F1shtrap—Bluegill on worms blood inexpensive backpack will
They'll attack a turtle or any fish that veers too near and they'll
wondering how -far out on big and crickets, scattered black Carry sweaters and a lunch for
do
the same to a proferred morsel of food neatly fashioned to a
A walk to a nearby park and
waters it is safe to go.
hook.
tiny
bass, clear, stable at 72.
be a lightweight pack for, mom
If you travelled around the Grayson—Good catches of or one of the older youngsters
They'll hit with a vengeance that makes the art of "hooking"
country, you'd see that in some bluegill over nesting beds, some to tote on the real hike. If your
these fellows little more than a sharp jerk on the line. The fish is
According to this science, no places people think nothing of limits of trout below dam, clear trip will be a long one, you
then reeled in through the shallow waters as it veers from side to
Might want to set rip a tent in
side, violently tugging all the while.
form of life-and that includes going fifty miles offshore in large and stable at 72.
boats,
but
in
other
outboard
This fishing procedure over a nest may continue for hours, as a
Buckhorn—Bluegill good at the kids' bedroom or backyard
human life-stands entirely
places they regard it as risky to eight feet, black bass fair, murky
unending supply of bluegill are waiting nearby to take
seemingly
sleeping
out
try
and
let
them
alone. Each form is in some go even five miles offshore.
tempting
lure.
the
overnight
remainder
clear
sleeping
upper
section,
in
bag
way vitally dependent upon
It all depends on local con- and stable at 74.
The fisherman may use a cane pole, which is ideal for farm
When you're on the trail,
the others. Bacteria, for ditions. Some places big water is Dewey—Croppie and bluegill make the kids feel a part of
ponds; he may use the casting or spinning rod, or if he desires to
instance, enrich the soil and calm and weather is predictable. fair, inkrIty and clearing and the camp. When it's time for a Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of graduate school of Murray State
display untold skill flyover and across the nest, bringing in a
meal or to stop overnight, asUniversity, appears satisfied with the!lb. II oz, largemouth bass flapping bluegill on almost every cast.
worms, after a fashion, work In other places wind and tide Mable at 70.
sign responsibilities by age.
keeps
the
water
constantly
in
This is the principal type bluegill fishing while the gamesters
he
caught recently to win the Kentucky Lake Open Fishing
the soil up so that plants can
• • •
and the weather is un- chosen or equipped for the run,or
motion
Jones
was
are
on the nest. At other periods they may be harvested by difClub.
Lions
Decaturville
by
the
Tournament
sponsored
grow. Rabbits eat the plants predictable.
that they go out only under
A SCHEDULE of easy chores.
methods. The procedures will vary as the season
ferent
prizemade
the
when
he
Resort
fishing
out
of
Bay
Cyprrui
and in turn, are eaten by wild- Perhaps the best guideline for known favorable conditions.
Ages 3-7: Collect wood. Help
progresses, but there never seems to be a lack of bluegill.
the second-place crappie
scored
also
Cypress
Ray
of
winning
catch.
pan
big
a
wash
dishes
in
cats. These latter animals die, the newcomer to boating is the Talk to local marine dealers
They can be found in farm ponds,in major lakes or small lakes,
catch in the tourney,chalked up by Billy MeCuiston.
soapy water. Help carry small
provide nourishment for soil old bromide, "when in Rome do and people met at the docks. If equipment like pails, peg,
and also in the streams. In all those places, they'„ offer an individual some very exciting and profitable fishing, since, from a
bacteria, and the whole cycle as the Romans do". Applied to possible, strike up an acquain- ropes. Test food to tell whethcr
REDISCOVER
boating, this means that if the tance with an experienced local it's cooked yet.
food standpoinfthe bluegill is rated among the best.
starts over again.
people in a given area make it a boater who will teach you how it's
Ages 7-10: Gather wood Help
Why not give it a whirl? You'll like it and you'll find that
KENTUCKY
But kill off the rabbits arrd
regular practice to go a certain done. Make your first offshore set up camp and arrange (flokfishing can be just about as exciting as any other type.
bluegill
the plants will proliferate and distance out on big waters, they trips in company of a boat ing area and equipment. Ketilii
bushe,
notebook
of all trees,
HE LP STOP
-The two most popular
become weeds. Kill off the do so because many boats have operated by such
a person.
and plants identified. Watch
.boating activities are fishing
wildcats, the rabbits will be- done it many times and ac- Lacking a guide, learn about big- younger children. Take care of
and cruising. Boatmen spent 45'
POLUTION
come pests, and the "balance" cumulated a local store of in- water operation by going out any pets von bring along. Set
per cent of their total activity
greater
distances.
progressively
and
clear
reBe
table
area.
what
is
feasible.
formation
on
will be upset.
time on the water angling an
sponsible
keeping
for
the
offshore
ecology—
Don't
try
to
beat
Your job is to pick up this inThe same set of ecological
about 38 per cent cruising.
HELP KEEP
formation as best you can. Don't record on your first time out. campsite clean.
-The most popular boat in
rules that governs the destinies
campfire
Ages
10-14:
Set
up
assume that because some small There's more to big water
use.- is the motorboat, with
KENTUCKY'S
of 'bacteria, worms, rabbits, boats go far out; any small boat boating than meets the eye. It or campstove. Load and unload
•
those under 16 feet comprising,
supplies from backpacks. Pack
wildcats, and plants, also can do it. Sometimes a little in- takes the right boat with the right emergency
34 per cent of the total districts:,
kit. Supervise snit!I
WATER CLEAN
applies to man. Therefore to vestigation reveals that the ones equipment aboard and operated fry games.
fleet and those over
feet ac::,
count, for 33 per cent.
maintain existence, it is be- you see going way out are by someone having experience. Kids may also want to lwle
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( UPI)—
Night fishing for white bass is
attracting fishermen's attention
at Kentucky lakes, the State
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources reported today.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Cumberland—Good catches of
white bass at night in all sections,
eroppie fair early and late in
flow areas, scattered black
bass in lower sections, below
dam, fair rainbow trout. Main
lake generally murky,remainder
clear, falling slowly at 73.
Rough River Lake —Bluegill
good in all sections over nesting
beds, good white bass in north
fork by casting,jump fishing and
night fishing with minnows,
scattered black bass by casting.
Clear and stable at pool stage and
at 72.
Green River Lake—Fair
catches of big crappie at 12 feet,
black bass fair on artificial
worms, bluegill over gravel
points. Clear and stable at 70.
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Hiking, Camping With Kids
Can Be Fun, Not a Chore
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Small Boats
On Big Waters

Prize winner

LWAYS hold

matches till cold.

Conservation
is Your
Responsibility
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HELP PRESERVE
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESORT

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.

* Cherokee

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas
* Monark

Bulk Distributor
1109 Pogue Avenue_
Phone 7`..3 46.52
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* Alpax

NA-CHURS
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Gals haven't come
a long, long way
in higher education
STANFORD,Calif.(UPI)A special task force on higher
education has concluded that
discrimination against women
in higher education is still
overt, acceptable and increas-

Husband needs
to grow up

"Women should be admit-ted to all levels of academic
study in all fields on an equal
basis with men," said a report
by the task force, which was
headed by Frank Newman, associate director Of university
relations at Stanfotel University.
"Given past discrimination,
there must be an affirmative
effort-not merely neutralityto recruit women for graduate
schools, higher faculty and adpositions and
ministrative
boards of trustees," the report
added.
The report charged that women face overt discrimination
by faculties, deans and other
university officials. This is
compounded by institutional
barriers, such as rigid admissions and 'residence requirements and lack of child care

By Abigail Van Buren
te TM la MMus TrIbeee-14. Y. Man emit, lac.)

DEAR ABBY: Joe [not his real name] and I have been
married almost two years and we have a problem I am sure
many other married couples have.
Every time my sister and her husband ask us to go out
with them, I almost have to get down on my hands and knees
to get Joe to go. Then be sits like a bump on a log all evening
and never opens his mouth except to say, "Let's go home."
This has happened so many times, I'm surprised they still
ask us to go out with them.
Abby, Joe can be good company if he wants to be because he has proven it with other couples. I am not crazy
about all his relatives, but I try to be good company when
I'm with them.
Joe kIllOtfis how much this hurts me. Why does he act this
NEEDS ADVICE
way, and what can I do about it?
DEAR NEEDS: He acts that way because he doesn't
enjoy the esiaspany of your sister and her husband. and that's
his way of polishing you for insisting he go out with them
Mature adults realise that there are some 'peal sttaatiaas
feed business. tool that are a drag, but for the sake of the
'pease, sae should try to eater into the spirit 51 1* and have a
good time.
Your husband figures if he makes yea miserable smagh,
you'll go oaly where he wants to go. He's selfish and chills&
Appeal to his sense oUfair play, and help bias pew up.
DEAR ABBY: Both the living room and the bedroom of
my apartment face directly on to the backyard of a woman
who has seven high strung pure bred collie dogs. The dogs
are beautiful, but they bark and yelp and snarl and fight almost constantly from the time they are let out in the morning until the time they are taken in for the night. The
woman is breaking no law keeping her dogs, but the Inbarking is making a nervous wreck of me. I have
spoken to her about the noise, and so have other neighbors
but she has done nothing about it.
Can you suggest a way to solve this problem that is
neither cruel nor illegal/ I am not about to poison the dogs
NERVOUS WRECK
as one of my friends suggested.
DEAR WRECK: Are you sure year Neighbor is breaking
ma taw? There is a limit to the sianther of dogs one limy keep
ullhowt obtaining a license to operate a kennel. Since you
have. already cemplained to your neighbor wttbout success.
you Save every Tight to miasma to the pollee.
DEAR ABBY: "No Sleep in Hartford" took the words
right out my mouth! My husband also snores like a 300-pound
water buffalo. And when he snores, he whistles, snorts,
groans, grunts and gets rhythm. You name it! He has
refused to see a doctor about it on the grounds that a wife
should consider herself "blessed" to have her husband beside
an married to a man who snores like
her, asleep. [No
mine could consider herself "blessed," I promise you.)
Separate bedrooms is not the answer. We live in a long
ranch style house, and I would need to be at least a block
away to escape the noise and I am not exaggerating. He is
overweight and has high blood pressure to boot and has no
interest in me sexually. Can you top this?
NO SLEEP (OR ANYTHING F3 CFI IN TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: I want to thank you for the advice you
gave me. I took it and am now getting professional
counseling from a very good psychologist. She knows I can't
afford to pay her because I go to school and have no job, but
Instead of money, she lets me baby-sit with her children.
GETTING HELP
Whore yew problem? You'll feel better It you get It off
year chest Write to ABBY, Box 137111, Los Angeles, Cal.
NM. For a personal reply eatlese stamped, addressed
savelspe.

ONE HOUR SERVICE

From The

News
By United Press International
LOS ANGELES—Police Chief
Edward M. Davis, advising Los
Angeles residents worried about
the rising crime rate:
"Bar doors, buy a police dog,
call us when we're available
and pray."

working. More than 90 per
cent of women with doctorates are employed.
In one sense, the report
said, women's education is a
poorer investment than men's
because women are discriminated against in terms of salary
paid. The difference in median
salaries for men and women is
more than $3,000 in chemistry, physics, mathematics,
economics and the biological
sciences.
Among changes recommended by the report:
-Universities should consider courses in female studies
to combat myths and stereotypes about women. The overall curriculum should be reviewed in terms of relevance
to women.
-Requirements for real.
dency, full-time enrollment and credit transfers should be
overhauled to accommodate
the needs of many women for
flexible scheduling. Similar re.
quirements should also be redesigned for student aid programs and credit arrangements.
-Facilities should be provided to give recognition to
the elementary fact that a
woman is not a female bachelor. Establishment of childcare centers is perhaps the
most important, but access to
arrangements and
housing
health services are needed.

WASHINGTON — Sen. Mark
0. Hatfield, R-Ore., pushing for
rear admiral are
a favorable vote on his proposal
BLACK BREAKS NAVY TRADITION—Golden shoulder boards of a
in the U.S.
admiral
black
first
48,
Gravely,
L.
of
Samuel
to lot the draft die when it
attached to uniform
Diego, Calif. Gravely
tiepins June 30:
Navy's 200-year history, by his *He, Alina,-iiifrom
"We must not only tell the
stationed in, Washington as director of Naval Communications. Watching,
left, are the Gravely children, Tracy 6, David 10 and Robert 13.
President 'no funds' but we
must tell him `no personnel' to
Dave Garroway will be star continue the war."
-host of "The CBS
Newcomers," a one-hour
WASHINGTON — Congres
comedy-variety series that will man Luis C. Wyman, R-N.H.,
be a summer replacement on asserting his belief that Rep.
CBS for Carol Burnett's show,' Paul N. McCloskey, R-Calif.,
10-11 p.m. Mondays, starting had little chance to upset
July 12. The show will feature President Nixon in the New
fresh professional talent dis- Hampshire presidential primacovered by the network and its
ry:
affiliates during a search in 56
"I can't conceive of it. I think
cities. This will mark GatTOHampshire is Nixon
way's return to network televi- New
country."
absence.
-year
10
a
after
sion

Crossword Puzzle

Furthermore, it said, "Ingrained assumptions on the
part of both men and women
. deny the talent and aspirations of the latter."
192nd
Comparisona of the particiEPSOM ASSAULT — Mill Reef, winner of the
pation and attainments of men
running of England's Epsom Derby with.. crack English
and women in higher educajockey Geoff Lewis in the saddle, is led in after the
tion reveal "a clearly unequal TAX FAX
race by his American owner, millionaire Paul Mellon.
pattern," the report said.
,N.J.(UPI)—Gov.
TRENTON
-Although, in high school,
William T. Cahill refuses to
women earn better grades and
disclose how much be paid in
higher test scores than men,
income tax, but he
fewer enter college, and they 1971 federal
has indicated the amount he
attain only 41.5 per cent of
liking.
the bachelors and first pro- did pay was not to his
y by
Wednesda
asked
When
degrees.
fessional
-Although women in col- newsmen if he would make his
lege earn better undergraduate tax return public, Cahill rerecords than men, fewer enter plied, "sure, if someone has a
good reason for asking." Then
graduate school.
-Moat of the degrees h added: "I can tell you this—
earned by women are in a few I paid it, and I had to borrow
fields of study, such as educa- money to do it."
tion, the humanities and the
health professions.Thus,aggre- FLUSHING BRIDE
gate figures on attainment of
CARI-TSLF, England (UPI)—
women exaggerate their oppor- Teenage bride Janice Harker
tunities in higher education.
managed to say "I will" but
-Even within those fields own her nerree get the best el
11
V401111considered acceptable,
her and she passed out.
are confined to subordinate
She recovered a few minutes
functions. While virtually all
—but after greeting 40 guests
the nursing graduates are woa reception she fainted Trait robber George Peppard, right, celebratiag his release him
men, they represent only 8 at
again.
prima, suggests to ex-partner John Vern= that an "insider'
physigraduating
per cent of
a
on
being
of
Instead
him so as to eliminate his share of the loot in Universal's
framed
cians.
Train
18-year
the
today,
honeymoon
fast-moving outdoor adventure In Technicolor, "One More
Rate of difference
and France Nuyen.
Between 1950 and 1966, old now Mrs. Tony Smith, was To Rob." Co-starring are Diana Muldaur
Showing thru Tuesday at Salem Cinemal.
the report said, the proportion In a hospital bed.
bad
a
just
it
was
said
men
Doctors
19-year-old
and
18
of
enrolled in higher education case of nerves and ordered
rose twice as much (20 per complete rest.
cent) as did the same age
group of women (11 per cent). RAM= HOUND
"The facts tend to contraLONDON (UPI)—Humphrey
dict the view that women are the basset hound is going to
their
in
men
poorer risks than
Moscow as a pet of one of the
disposition to complete trainBritish embassy's employes
The Daily Mirror reported
ing," the report said. 'The today Humphrey's movements
available data suggest, if any- were so secret that the
thing, that women do about embassy really did not know
the same as men."
when he would be arriving and
Women who complete their
a car and chauffeur
had
use
to
tend
training do,in fact,
plane from
meeting ever
it, and the more training they
ABBA DABBA--have, the more likely they are London.
be expecting
must
"They
UP UP UP
ascii.'
to
Of women who have bach- Humphrey to turn out to be a
elor degrees, 54 per cent are in sort of hush-hush puppy," the
the work force and 71 per cent newspaper said.
of drse who have five years or
more of higher education are
Termites differ from flying
ants whichrthey somewhat re.
temble in that they have um
formly broad bodies and tWO
sets of equal-sized wings.
•••
Choner mixing bowls with
slanted sides. They're better
for mixing than straightoded
The Colonials
ones.

ACROSS
1 Malice
6 Frolic
11 Cause to run
off tracks
12 Thoroughfare
14 Ireland
15 Beneath
17 Baseball
organization
(abbr )
18 Supplicate
19 Willow
20 Nahoor Sheep
21 Indefinite article
22 Expel from
premises
23 Barracuda
24 Rebuts.
26 At that place
27 Death rattle
28 Bemoan
29 Greek philosopher
31 Spec miens
34 Mother of Apollo
35 Undergarments
36 A state (abbr.)
37 Mature
38 Accomplishments
39 Devoured
40 Symbol for
nickel
41 Winged
42 Island off Ireland
43 Kind of poem
45 Chastise
47 Memoranda
48 Cubic meter

3 Scottish for
"John"
4 Note of scale
5 Battling
6 Military student
7 Declare
8 Through
9 Printer's
measure
10 Sprinter
11 exclude
13 Putt up
16 Keen
19 Convex molding
Relieve
22 Muse of pcotry
23 Vessels
25 Talk idly
26 Pounds down

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
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28 Restaursrit
workers
29 Plots
30 Vast throng
31 marrow, flat
board
32 Landed provertf
33 Part of play

35 Chairs
38 Escape
39 Sandarac tree
41 [mime
42 Mans nickname
44 Plaintive

46 Latin
=injunction

FOR SALE

WEEKEND
1970 CH

Long wheelbase
Mirrors and radio

PARKE
Corner'of 7th &
FOR SALE
968 CHEVROLET IMPA
our door, 40,000 miles. Excel
ondition, one owner. Si
bred Television, 4 years oh
inch. Phone 753-8506.
'EW HEAVY duty cutters v
avy duty gear box, stO
umper and solid tail wheel.
top to four inch bush. Five I
ick-up, $325.00. Also four ,
ye foot pull type models. 1
and two row new and used th
point cultivators. Vinson Trat
Company,753-4892.
PENTA TREATED lumt
Resistant to rot and terni
Ideal for boat docks and
weather exposed uses. Mwr
Lumber Co., Maple Strt
Murray, Kentucky.
FIVE-6 FOOT modern fl
"ass. Two-4 foot modern fl
cases. Suitable for any type
retail business. Phone 7531231.
MUST SELL ! ! Living rc
suite plus additional furnitt
Phone 753-8853.
18 FT. CABIN cruiser, $1.2
firm. Phone 753-5252

BUY

MO
WHO.

INVENTORY

DOWN
1 Ca'r',
2 Punctilious

Distr. by Un4tad

eature

yndicate. ne.

PRESENT HO
U
Come see our tot
new decors, new fk
WE HAVE

RENTAL Pt

NEVER KNOM

Bring Your Best Deal

PRICE I
CI
I'M BEGINNING
TO ENJOY MY
DREAMS MORE
THAN

TV

Hwy. 641 Soutl
Murray, Ky.

POWER LAWN mower, Cliz
motor, 2 H.P. Window or f
fan, automatic thermos
cooling control, seven spc
Phone 753-4781.

1967 CHEVROLET Im;
station wagon, V8 autorru
Extra clean. Also 18 ft. I
trailer, tandum wheels. Call
2427 or 436-2323.
FIVE FEEDER pigs. Phone
2348.

Good Monday,Tuesday 8 Wednesday ONLY

FIVE H.P. Quincy air
Pressor, like new. Heavy I
motor.Complete with map
switches. Phone 753-3018.

June 7th, 8th, & 9th
Plain One-Piece

Dresses

Coats

CAMPER FOR vs ton pickup
ft. Call 437-4395 after 4:30
P.m.

and

Robes

16 FT. Fiber glass boat witi
trailer and 40 H.P. Johi
motor, electric starter, $695.
436-5548

$ °9

AUTOS FOR SALE

BOX STORAGE
For our winter woolens
One moue

TM/ MOST 111 ONY Ct I

esi440

•

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

East Side of Square
ONE HOUR SERVICE

WI
CAR
JUAN YEAR AGO
studio or trait taken a %.
ago shows Juan V
before he was chin 14(11
murdering 10 of 23 vt. ,
found in orchard.,
Yuba City, Calif. 110 b
dressed in the tidit,r .
garb of a Me.Xiciin criv,
rr

•

1970 CHE
2-Door Hardtop. V'
Power steering, powe
console. An 8,000 mi

PARKEI
Corner of 7th &
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AGE NINE

get the job done
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON 1963 DODGE DART. Clean and in
Sportster motorcycle. Phone 753- good condition. Phone 753J5C
8772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00 7905.
J9C
p.m.

HELP WANTED

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR RENT

LADIES HAVE fun!! Make extra
money. $35.00 to $50.00 weekly.
No investment, no delivery. Part
or full time. Phone 753-2378 for
appointment.
J8C

AUTOS FOR SALE

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
1970 CHEVROLET V-8
carpet, tile bath and modern
1
kitchen. Best location in town.
Long wheelbase pick-up with Jr. West toast
CHEVELLE MALIBU.
Everything from Thunderbirds and LTDs
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00p.m.
12 CUBIC FOOT Kelvinator 1971
air-conditioning, AMBITIOUS YOUNG or middle
Mirrors and radio. A like-new local truck!
June7C
refrigerator. Old, but runs good. Power steering,
to Mach I and Mavericks.
J5C 2 door hardtop. Vinyl roof, V8, aged couple to manage Dairy
$20.00. Phone 753-9375.
$1,995.00
turbo-hydromatic automatic Queen-Brazier store in Western
BIG DISCOUNT ON ALL AUTOMOBILES!!
transmission. Less than 200 Kentucky. Opportunity to NICE FURNISHED apartmen
T'URKIES, DUCKS, Chickens,
Murray.
miles. Bought new in
eventually own your own for college girls-summer and fall.
Guineas, adults and babies.
Priced to sell. Phone 492-8722. J9C business. Town and Country Real Phone 753-5108 after 5:00p.m.
Cornelof 7th & Main
Corner of 7th & Main
Hubert
selection.
Phone 753-5273
Large
Phone 753-5273
Estate. Phone 753-9900 or 753Alexander, 3 miles South of
J5C
J5P 1955 CHEVROLET V8, straight 3616.
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
VI
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR SALE
FOR SALE gv
shift, 4 door. Good work car.
June 10. AirWRINGER-TYPE washer. Call Phone 492-8722.
J5C WANTED EXPERIENCED duplex. Vacant
OS AND ANTIQUE organs FURNITURE REFINISEHNG.
J5P
mechanic. Good salary; holiday conditioned, carpeted. Phone 753753-9908.
968 CHEVROLET IMPALA, STRAWBERRIES:
J5C ebuilt, refinished, restyled, All work guaranteed. Free
pay; vacation pay. 45 hours per 5909.
our door, 40,000 miles. Excellent BLAKEMORE and Tennessee
' and repairs. Jetton & Dyer pickup .and delivery Free
ondition, one owner. Sears beauty. Ideal for freezer. Pick 1962 CHEVROLET, one owner, 1968 CORVETtE,,2 tops, 4 speed. week. Apply in person, Sholars
no Sales and Service. Cuba estimate. Antique or natural
bored Television, 4 years old, 21 your own, 20c a quart. Hoyt F. excellent condition. 1970-650 Radio, 327 engine, 350 H.P. Best Auto Repair,209 South 7th. TFC TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
2 miles West of Tri/
duplex. No college students.
J5C Adams, 31
d, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- finish. Jerry McCoy,753inch. Phone 753-8506.
Yamaha motor cycle. Phone 753- offer. Phone 753-8902 or see at 416
JunelOC
J5C
City, South Graves County. Turn 9167 or 474-2346.
Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 pm., 3045.
22.
753-2660.
Phone
J7C South 2nd
J5C COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
right on Hwy. 83,2 miles West of
Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
nine full or part time
girls;
EW HEAVY duty cutters with Tr -City,
J5C
382-2360.
J14C DOZING, $8.00 per hour, 3 hour
house in :00Saturday.
DELUXE
REPOSSESSED
No 'experience TWO BEDROOM
avy duty gear box, stamp
minimum. International dozer.
COMET. Has new battery, openings.
Available
Unfurnished.
country.
1961
in
machine
sew
and
Singer touch
necessary, we train. Excellent
'umper and solid tail wheel. Will
and Phone 753-8548 after 5:00p.m.
PAINTING:INTERIOR
J5C
MARE and saddle Early
QUARTER
good.
753-1408.
Runs
Phone
runner.
now.
and
exhaust
console.
American
earnings. For interview apt up to four inch bush. Five foot
Fast
service. J11C
xterior.
horse. See Richard 0. Woods or Payments of only $8.00 per Cheap.Phone 753-4181.
J7C
J11C
pointment call'753-1711.
ick-up, $325.00. Also four and
TFC
Phone
382-2299.
erences.
J5C
call 753-4867 after 5:00 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, on
month. See at Murray Sewing
ive foot pull type models. One
Rent
Air-conditioned.
lot.
shady
TODDLERS DAY Care, opens
Approved
Center, Ytur Singer
two row new and used three
WANTED: CLEANING help for
DODGE
CORNET,
USED 40 INCH white G.E. dealer in the Bel Air Shopping 1967
STUD SERVICE,AKC registered June 7, for children three months
per month. Phone 489$45.00
474Phone
Ky.
Aurora,
int cultivators. Vinson Tractor
in
resort
J5C Irish setter with champion back to three years. State approved.
electric stove.Phone 753J7C automatic, power,air, vinyl roof, 2288 for appointment.
Center.
J8C 2595.
ITC
mpany,753-4892.
J5P
and Mags. Extra sharp. $1200.00.
6032.
ground. Phone 753-7484, after 4:00 Reasonable rates. Experienced
J10C help. Day or week. Phone 753753-3041.
J7C
.4 HOUSE TRAILER, 17:150. Air- p.m.
'
KENMORE ELECTRIC stove, Phone
er.
ENTA TREATED lumber.
BLACK ANGUS male, ready for automatic oven. Excellent
For summer only.
J5C
conditioned.
4481.
FOR
SALE
AUTOS
termites.
sistant to rot and
service. Contact Robert Wiggins condition, $80.00. Small GE
Mobile Home Village. Phone 753MOW Yards! ! Phone 753deal for boat docks and any
2-1970 MAVERICKS, both
J5C
at Wiggin's Furniture, 753-4566 refrigerator,$30.00. Wringer type
3895 or 753-3482.
J8P ATTENTION HOME owners. Let
9077 or 436-5588.
weather exposed uses. Murray
green with accent
J5C
from 8:00 to 5:30.
753Phone
us completely cover your home
$45.00.
washer,
1968
IMCHEVROLET
Street,
Maple
umber Co.,
group (chrome).
TWO BEDROOM apartment ORNBUC,KLE'S
J7P
4013.
PALA 2-door hardtop. A
ITC
BARBER with Reynolds weather tight
Murray,Kentucky.
Automatic
tranWHITE KENMORE range, 30
furnished. Near University • p, open 100 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. aluminum siding. Also we do
local clean car with V8
smission, radio, and
Inch electric. lAlte new. Phone USED PIANO. Excellent conPhone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.
Friday. soffitt and overhangs on brick.
power
floor
automatic,
modern
through
uesday
FOOT
IVE-6
new tires.
J5C
753-8110.
, • turday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed Storm windows & door, shutters
J10C
dition with guarantee. Phone 753steering, power brakes
cases. Two-4 foot modern floor
$1795.00 each
5611 or see at 108 South 12th. J7C
and factory air.
onday. Boy's haircut, 75c. and carports. Free estimates.
cases. Suitable for any type of
FURNISHED 12x50 Trailer. Two
FURNISHED APARTMENT fo
$1895.00
en's haircut, $1.00. Horn- Call Garland's Aluminum Sertail business. Phone 7531970 LTD BROUGHAM 4car- FTRGIDAIRE AVOCADO green
air-conditioned,
Air-conditioned
bedroom,
married
couple.
ckle's Barber Shop, 213 ';spruce vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
JlIC
231.
door hardtop. Brown
Junel8C
lots of extras. Available to Street. Phone 753-7742
pet, fenced in yard and un- dishwasher, $135.00. Early
TENC Sedalia 328-8398.
FORD
1968
GT
FAIRLANE
with black vinyl roof,
Phone 753-7854. J5C American TV console, $35.00.
J7
summer.Phone 753-9741.
Power
automatic.
V8
. UST SELL ! ! Living room derpinning.
power steering, power
FOR ALL your home alterations, HAVE TRACTOR-will travel.
Phone 753-6790, after 3:00
steering, power brakes
suite plus additional furniture.
brakes and factory air.
remodeling, etc. Free Estimates. Lawns mowed, large or small.
f
APARTMENT
FURNISHED
J7C
J8C
p.m.
and factory air. A local
ne 753-8853.
A real clean car.
J9C
June30C Phone 753-4874.
a
Phone 753-61M.
Air-conditioned,
TOY POODLES,black and white.
girls.
four
clean car.
$3150.00
Chinchillas, $15:-00 each and MUST SELL 14 Ft. Run-A-Bout,
utilities paid. Phone 753-9741. J7 nitw0.smo•oo•ammo-am......m.040.04111M.0411111.0.1=111.0IBMs
$1795.00
8 FT. CABIN cruiser, $125.00 equipment.Phone 75335 H.P. motor. 14 Ft. Terry Bass
J5P 1862.
1969 FORD XL 2-door
June24C boat with 35 H.P. motor. Phone
inn Phone 753-5252.
ALSO
ONE BEDROOM furnishe
1968 CHEVROLET IMhardtop. A local car
apartment. Air-conditioned
J7C
753-8964.
A
hardtop.
-door
2
PALA
SERVING
JJ
with power brakes,
-3
CJ
Close to campus. Couples
local low mileage car
power steering and
KENTUCKY
tw
Also
only.
adults
mature
10x40 MOBILE home, furnished,
with V8 automatic
factory air.
bedroom duplex, carpeted
and
with porch, awning, underpining,
transmission and power
$2495.00
air and heat, washer,
central
Oaks.
Shady
at
up
set
_
already
steering.
BARKLEY
Call 753-5906er 763-411118.-.-4L"---`
'
-1KOTerr-COtrtnteIr"MS
Available June 1. Furnished
SQUIRE 9-passenger
unfurnished. Call 753-9135 or 753.
BIB FORD GALAXIE 5110
THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
station wagon. A sharp
DOZER
BACKHOE
J10C
4478.
paths too, removed with Blue
Fastback. Power
car with power brakes,
di Lustre carpet shampoo. Big
steering, power brakes
SERVICE
SERVICE
power steering and
TWO BEDROOM trailer, airJ5C
K.
and factory air.
INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT
TRENCHING
factory air.
conditioned and nice grass lawn,
$1595.00
SAVE !!SAVE !!SAVE!!
fenced in. One mile from city
WATER LINES
MATTRESS, SPRINGS and
limits. Phone 753-5109.
190 DODGE R-T 2-door
2
/
PRESENT HOMES SELLING AT
hollywood frames. Used 11
j7P 0
19119 FORD TORINO GT V8
EFFICIENT SERVICE
FAST,
hardtop. Red with V8
J5C
automatic tran1E-1, years. Phone 753-8110.
FOUR-ROOM apartment. Newly I
automatic tranLi
smission. A Clean local
paneled. Available this week. I
Power
smission.
Come see our totally new franchises
1968 DUO RUN-A-BOUT, 55 H.P.
car.
per month.Phone 753$59.00
brakes.
steering,
power
Evinrude motor, stereo tape,
$1875.00
new decors, new floor plans, new financing!
J7C I
6333.
$1495.00
boat cover, heavy duty trailer.
P.O. Box 483
•
5
J8P
753-6877.
Phone
WE HAVE THE EXCLUSIVE
1989 FORD GALAXIE 501
1968 DODGE POLARA 4TWO BEDROOM unfurnished $
Kentucky 42071
Murray,
2-door hardtop, V8
door sedan. A local car
house,4 miles out on Lynn Grove o
60 PASSENGER Camper bus,
power
automatic,
753-9807
(502)
with V8 automatic
Phone
.HIC I
Highway.Phone'753-129i.
paneled living quarters; sleeps
steering, power brakes
power
transmission,
four. Good running condition.
NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD
ono.o.em-0.01,o-esm,0•41w0.4Now 04m.o.mmo•o0.4mag
and factory air. A local
steering, power brakes
Price $750.00. Phone 753-4549. J7C
TRAILER. SEE Brandon Dill at
clean car.
air.
factory
and
ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Bring Your Best Deal In and Watch Us Beat It!!
Dill's Trailer Court after 4:00 REAL
$2295.00
$1395.00
2_
2 FOUR BEDROOM brick on large
1
p.m. No phone calls please. J8C TWO BEDROOM house with 5/
AKC MINIATURE Schnauzers
East of Midway. Phone shaded lot, carpeted, two baths,
acres,
male. Shots and wormed. Good
NM LTD 2.-DOOR HARD1967
CHEVROLET
J8C
pedigree. Phone 753-9371.
JeC air-conditioning. One mile West
TOP Gold with black
furnished 753-7201.
THREE ROOM
CAPRICE 2-door
of Hazel on paved highway.
vinyl roof, power
apartment in a duplex. No pets or BY OWNER; three bedroom Phone 4984303.
hardtop. A local car
J5C
BUY
TO
WANTED
steering,
Inn
power
brakes
Hwy. 641 South - Beside Holiday
children. One door from college brick houae. Central heat and air,
with V8 automatic
and factory air. Excampus. Phone 753-4342 for in- carpeted throughout. Bath and a $10 DOWN & $10 per month will
power
transmission,
WANT TO BUY; logs and
753-3640
Murray, Ky.
ceptionally sharp car
AOC half. Shown by appointment only. still buy a lake lot at Keniana
formation.
steering, power brakes
timber. Also have for
standing
r aft. c
$2495.00
J5C
and factory air.
J5P Shores. Phone 436-5582.
sale lumber and sawdust
Phone 753-3756.
$1695.00
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
1969 FORD TORINO
POWER LAWN mower, Clinton NEW AND used tractor tires.
NATIONAL HOTEL; large office
TFC
Co. Phone 753-4147.
motor, 2 H.P. Window or floor Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
BROUGHAM 2-door
space on Main Street. Inquire at
1967 FORD COUNTRY
JI1C
hardtop. Light green
fan, automatic thermostat, service. Vinson Tractor Co.
Hotel desk.
AUCTION SALE
Sedan 9-passenger V6
1TC
with black vinyl roof.
cooling control, seven speeds. Phone 753-4892.
automatic, power
J5C
V8 automatic, power
Phone 753-4761.
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
steering, power brakes.
THREE FURNISHED rooms and
steering
and
power
4 ton 5, 1:30 p.m., one block east of
3
factory air. A local car.
DOZER,tilt trailer,/
BULL
bath. Private entrance. Nice and
1967 CHEVROLET Impala
brakes. A local one
$1495.00
J8C
Chevy 50' truck. All for $2,500.00. Methodist Church in Hazel,
clean. Phone 7534898.
owner
car.
station wagon, V8 automatic.
All in excellent condition. Phone Kentucky at the late Mrs.
Extra clean. Also 18 ft. boat
$1995.00
RANCH
JI1C Brandon's home. This sale in1917
FORD
753-8548 after 5:00p.m.
trailer, tandum wheels. Call 436TWO BEDROOM furnished
cludes many outside pieces, not
WAGON VS automatic,
J5C
2427 or 436-2323.
1969
MUSTANG:
duplex apartment, one block off
power steering, factory
MUST SELL immediately; clean much junk.
with
Air-conditioned, car- Living room, large paneled family room, all built-in
TURQUOISE
campus.
Will
clock;
have
Grandfather
air.
sedan
Volkswagen
black
1963
black vinyl roof. V8
FIVE FEEDER pigs. Phone 489now. 809 North
Available
peted.
tables;
round
one
two
dining
095.00
good tires, gbod motor, good
2346.
J5C with
automatic power
kitchen, 2 baths, largetbarport with storage area,
16th Street. Phone 753-5140. J8C
paint. Also 26 inch girl's bicycle. clawfoot; chairs; pie safe; wash
Steering, power brakes
JI1C stand; three center tables; office
753-8915.
I967 FORD GALAXIE 500
Phone
and factory air. A local
FIVE H.P. Quincy air corncentral heat and air, all draperies stay. Within
desk; walnut sideboard; marble
2-door hailtop. Red
2
1
LARGE FOUR bedroom house /
low mileage car.
Pressor, like new. Heavy duty
top table; oak dresser; spinning
steering,
power
with
Electric
campus.
block from
motor Complete with magnetic CARPET A fright? Make them wheel; wicker rocker and doll
$2295.00
walking distance of Robertson Elementary, new
power brakes and
._
heat, air-conditioned. Fenced
J5C beautiful with Blue Lustre, rent a buggy; love seat and chair;
switches. Phone 753-3018.
factory
air.
$135.00
only.
Families
yard.
back
$1.00,
shampooer
1969 FORD CUSTOM 4new electric
organ stool; dinner bell; picture
$1395.00
high school and the university.
2 Western Auto, home of "The
1
per month. Phone 753-1203. J7C
CAMPER FOR 44 ton pickup,8/
door sedan.
frames; brass lamps and kettles;
ft. Call 437-4395 after 4:30
J9C kitchen
Wishing Well."
$1375.00
cabinet;
two
1961 CHEVROLET 2p.m.,,
J7P
See at 1607 Loch Lomond Drive
refrigerators; air conditioner;
6
sedan,
DOOR
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
190
4
-door
CHEVROLET
Red
Timothy,
and
gas
little;
very
used
electric
16 FT. Fiber glass boat with tilt HAY CHOWE
cylinder, power
college boys. Stunmer and fall
sedan. V8 automatic,
Phone 753-5367 for Appointment
steering.
trailer and 40 H.P. Johnson Clover, and other types. Will sell stoves. Other household and
semester. Phone 753-5108 after
power
steering.
Call
deliver.
Will
items.
will
collectors
small
have
or
field
$595.00
the
in
TFC
5:00p.m.
motor, electric starter,$695. Call
$1375.00
J7C sander belts,teen age boys school
J8P 751-8097 after 7:00 o'clock.
436-5548.
new
items
other
needs,
that will
2-VW
BOTH
BUGS.
AUTOS FOR SALT
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
190 FORD CUSTOM 5004FURNISHED APARTMENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
2 retail
1
sell from one-third to /
BLACK 1-a sunroof.
436
Phone
trailer.
door
also house
VII
sedan.
price and less. My first time to
$450.00 each
J7(
2323.
power
automatic,
offer this unlimited number of
We Also Have In Stock
steering and factory
new and needed items that you
air.
buy daily. You need to attend this
apart30 More Used Cars
AIR-CONDITIONED
81750 00
sale.
ments. Inexpensive. Phone 7531970 CADILLAC COUPE DeVILLE
CAMERO
CHEVROLET
Douglas Shoemaker Aucand Trucks
1970
J8('
8365.
tioneer.
roof.
vinyl
back
with
2-Door Hardtop. Yellow
Local low-mileage :pr. Gold with white vinyl roof
I have 4 good sales &ming up
WANTED TO RENT
Power steering, power brakes. V-8, automatic with soon. A two day antique and
and all of the options that are offered.
household items for one man, his
console An 8,000 mile automobile! $2;695.00
$5,375.00
linftirhished
RENT
TO
.TS
WA.,
health permitting Also one of the
Corner of 7th & Main
Corner of 7th & Main mule house, near' campus if
biggest and best item sales I have
possible, for Fall and , Spring
ever fftid. It will be here in
Phone 753-5273
Corner ..Of 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone 753:5273'
J7C
semesters. Call 717-4953.
Murray. Kentucky.
J5C

WEEKEND TRUCK SPECIAL

WE HAVE 8 1971
EXECUTIVE CARS

P ARK EIt-FORD7Inc.

BUY
_

-PARKER FORD, hie:

MOBILE HOMES

WHOLESALE
2;;MP
SALE

OUR COST

Conway Construction Co.

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
PRICE MOBILE HOME
CENTER

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

3 BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE

THIS WEEKEND
SPECIAL

WEEKEND
CAR SPECIAL

Parker Ford,
Inc.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Parker Ford,
Inc.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
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Milwaukee (Lockwood 3-4).
Oakland (Hunter 8-3) at
Washington (Bosnian 3 - 7),
(Continued from Page 1)
night.
Fielding, 50, of Birmingham,
foresaw a possible disaster
Sunday's Games
when flames erupted after the
National League
Cleveland at Minnesota
collision of the Volkswagen with
East
ESTATE FOR SALE
his truck shortly after 8 p.m.
W. L. Pct. GB Baltimore at Milwaukee
SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL
REAL ESTATE FOR RUR REAL ESTATE FOR
EDT. "Get back, there are
30 18 .625 ... Oakland at Washington
x-New York
New York
explosives on the truck, they
33 20 .623 ... Kansas City at
St. Louis
may go off," he screamed at
32 20 .615 ... California at Boston
Pittsburgh
et Chicago, 2
Detroit
who began to crowd
2
1
/
6
persons
.481
27
25
Chicago
wreck. Some
the
around
.444 Pi
25
20
Montreal
of
East
miles
10
located
New 3 Bedroom Home,
onlookers heeded the warning
2
1
18 31 .367 12/
Philadelphia
and survived the explosion that
West
Murray on Highway 280 in Panorama Shores
came several minutes later.
W. L. Pct. GB
(Continued from Page 1)
Subdivision on Kentucky Lake.
The truck, owned by the
San Francisco 37 17 .685 ... morning that Pittman had not
Trucking Co. of Bir2
1
/
9
prior
Baggett
.509
telephone
26
27
the
on
called
Angeles
been
Los
• City Water
mingham, was carrying 10,000
2 to the shooting.
/
26 27 .491 101
Houston
24 30 .444 13
Deputy Sheriff Joyce said pounds of dynamite and 10,000
Atlanta
• Lakefront Privileges
2
/
151
air.
.396
32
&
heat
21
readily admitted the pounds of a low-grade explosive
central
Allmon
Cincinnati
baths,
2
3BRAND NEW 3 bedroom bricks,
• Lot Alone Cost 11,800.00 4 Years Ago
18 36 .30620 shooting and claimed he shot in called "slurry" from BirmingSan Diego
X—Games behind based on self defense. Pittman's body was ham to a granite quarry in
• Minimum Down Payment
4 BRICK HOUSES outside town with small acreage.
slumped over in the automobile North Carolina.
first place team.
Fire set off dynamite caps
• No Red Tape
Friday's Results
which was in a slight ditch, and a
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT near downtown area.
which
ignited the explosives.
his
across
was
rifle
0
automatic
.22
Atlanta
9
Chicago
• Easy Monthly Payments
$100.00 per
"It just blew down the
lap, Joyce said. He had been shot
Pittsburgh 3 Houston 2
FARMS: FROM 30 acres to over 1,000 acres. Some with buildings, some without
in the side, through the arm and onlookers," said Deputy Sheriff
Cincinnati 12 St. Louis 0
• No Reasonable Offer Will Be
acre and up.
chest from the driver's side, Gene Kirk. "And the biggest
Montreal 3 San Diego 1
Turned Down
part of the truck I could find
Joyce said.
New York 3 Los Angeles 1
YES, WE DO HAVE some nice LAKE HOUSES.
Philadelphia 5 San Francisco 3 Allmon was denied bond was a wheel."
Information Call, Collect:
For
The Volkswagen disintegrated
NICE 2 BEDROOM houses from $10,500.00 and up.
Friday afternoon in McCracken
with its driver, Talmadge
along
hearing
Today's Probable Pitchers
a
following
Court
County
St. Louis (Reuss 5-4) at on the charge of wilful murder L. "Skinny" Adams of Waco.
EVEN SOME GOOD 3 bedroom houses, as low as $12,500.00.
Also killed were a wrecker
Area Code 502-442-3597
Cincinnati (Cloninger 2-3).3
brought against him. He was
Montreal (Renko 5-4) at San ordered held to the action of the driver, Cleve Heath, of BreFor building lots and all your real estate needs, the people to see are
Diego (Kirby 3-41.
McCracken Grand Jury by men, and a Bremen fireman,
NOTICE
LOST & FOUND
Philadelphia ( Reynolds 0-0) McCracken County Judge An- David U. Smith. Other victims
Hoyt or Ray at 505 Main or Phone 753-1651 .. .
were Troy F. Allen and Doyal
at San Francisco ( Bryant 5-2). drew Palmer.
LOST:WOMAN'S tan, leather
Chicago I Pappas 6-51 at Pittman was a World War II T. Bell, 31, both of Waco.
We'll help with financing.
billfold in Big K. Papers
Cars were blown off the
Atlanta (Stone 0-3), night.
veteran and was employed with
toys.
crumpled
like
valuable. Reward. Call collect
Houston ( Dierker 9-1) at Sanders Nursery at Paducah. He road
* MEMBERS MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE *
were
houses
J8NC
nearby
Several
247-3991,Puryear,Tenn.
Pittsburgh (Blass 5-21, night.
Herbert
late
the
of
was the son
were
Trees
demolished.
New York ( Ryan 6-1) at Los Pittman of New Concord.
mapped like broken toothpicks.
night.
3-5),
(Sutton
Angeles
wife,
Mrs.
his
are
Survivors
WANTED
HELP
HELP WANTED
"It looked like it just swept
LARGE FRAME house with lot ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
Annie Pittman of Paducah;
200 ft., 103 North 6th Street, choice location. Three bedrooms,
Sunday's Games
mother, Mrs. Flora Birttian of everything away," said Ivey
across from National Hotel. plus study or office, two baths,
Chicago at Atlanta
New Concord; daughter, Mrs. Chandler, who was sitting in his
J7C family room with fire-place, all
Phone 753-1269.
Houston at Pittsburgh
Warren Neal (Marilyn) Arant, yard when the collision ocbuilt-in kitchen with lots of
St. Louis at Cincinnati
grandchildren, curred. Chandler, a World War
two
and
garage.
4fed
cabinet space, 2 car
New York at Los Angeles
Berthal II veteran, said the explosion
brother,
one
Padueah;
40
St.
753-3642
Maple
Highway
on
HOUSE AND LOT
yard.
Draperies stay, estab •
San Fran, 2
at
Philadelphia
step "sounded like a blockbuster
Mich.;
Warren,
of
Pittman
2 miles from Kentucky City school district. 1
/
732, 11
Audubon
2
Diego,
bomb."
San
at
Montreal
(Wilma)
Hillman
sister, Mrs.
2 acre land. Place Drive (Keenland Subdivision/
Lake. About 11
Fortunately, the shock only
step
four
Ahno;
of
Outland
house,
room
8
League
American
well improved.
near new high school). Call 753loosened the roof of the
Lonnie,
Virgil,
John,
brothers,
East
large wage, large living room 8459 or 753-9368 for apgymnasium, where a gospel
W. L. Pct. GB and Harold Brittian, all of
with &slaw between living room pointment.
J9C
(Continued from Page 1)
sing was being held to raise
County.
Calloway
porches
large
.608
2
20
31
kitchen.
and
Year" by the Christian Church I3soton
funds for a needy family, and
NOTICE
29 19 .604 /
2 Funeral services will be held
1
front and back. Phone 436(Disciples of Christ) in Texas at
the 200 persons inside got out
the
at
chapel
p.m.
one
at
Sunday
J5P H&R USED Furniture Store will
27 24 .529 4
2351.
Detroit
their regional assembly.
it collapsed..
22 27 .449 8 of the Lindsey Funeral Home, safely before
open Tuesday, June 8, 4 miles out
He has been active in com- Cleveland
be
the
in
will
Burial
Paducah.
all
of
9
29
.431
22
on Concord Road. Furniture
munity service organizations New York
near
Cemetery
1.#1111:E FRONT lots at Keniana kinds and lots of antiques. Phone
2 Oaklawn
/
19 31 .380 111
including the Lions Club, Washington
sores. 100' frontage-free water 753-4716.
"Reidland. Friends may call at the
JIOC
West
Society,
American Cancer
Home,
Funeral
'Tap in"-restricted to homes &
W. L. Pct. GB Lindsey
Planned Parent hood Unit,
cottages. 03995 on easy terms. ELECTROLUX SALES & SerPaducah.
35 18 .660
Adults Oakland
and
Children
Crippled
J5C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Phone 416-5501
The funeral for Naylor Clayton
25 22 .532 7
Society, Toastmaster's In- Kansas City
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
of
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far.500
26
2
1
/
8
26
Minnesota
ternational, and many other
JuneWNC
will be held today at 2:30 p.m. at
mington, Kentucky.
24 29 .453 11
California
organizations.
the Mt. Pleasant United
20 27 .426 12
Rev. Roos did his clinical Milwaukee
GET FREE Jewelry from an
Methodist Church.
2
1
/
12
27
.413
19
Chicago
Public
S.
training at the U.
internationally known company.
Burial will be in the church
first
the
for
precipitation
The
Results
Friday's
Health Service Hospital in Fort
It's fun and easy. For Inwith the arrangements
cemetery
still
remains
1971
of
months
five
2
York
New
6
• Good Location formation call 753-6520. 1TNC
Worth, Texas, and received the Kansas City
below the normal for the same by the Miller Funeral Home of
1
California
10
Boston
that
from
equivalency
L.V.N.
period, according to John E. Hazel.
0
From this day forward, I will
• Wonderful Beach
hospital in 1956 in narcotic ad- Baltimore 2 Milwaukee
Clayton, age 82, died Thursday
Scott, local weather observer.
not be responsible for any debts
diction and neuro-psychiatry. He Cleveland 4 Minnesota 2
Scott said the precipitation for at one p.m. at the Murraybut my own.
Chicago 3 Detroit 2
a
as
years
eleven
for
served
• Wonderful Neighbors
J7P
this year through June 1 is now at Calloway County Hospital.
Tapley C. Furches.
Army Reserve Chaplain holding Oakland 5 Wash 3 (21 inns)
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
16.19 inches while the normal for
the rank of captain.
MOBILE HOME & boat inClayton,two sons, Wilburn
Verna
Bargain Price-4,800
inches.
is
22.88
year
the
Pitchers
Probable
Today's
He is married to the former
surance. Broad coverage. Low
Figures for the months this and Tillman Clayton, all of Route
5-2)
Canton
(Dal
City
Kansas
Woodof
Philen
Louise
Glenda
rates. Excellent claim service.
year are 2.13 for January, 7.09 for One, Buchanan, Tenn.; four
Immediate Possession See
ville, Texas, and they have three at New York (Kline 4-5).
us before you buy. Galloway
1.33 for March, 2.38 for brothers, Albert Clayton of
February,
at
2-7)
(Murphy
California
daughters, Melanie, Amy, and
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
April, and 3.26 for May, ac- Calvert City, Chalmous Clayton
1-1).
Lonborg
Boston
the
in
reside
They
Debbie.
July7C
Phone 753-5842.
of Murray, Marshall Clayton of
cording to Scott.
church parsonage on Olive Detroit (Cain 2-1) at Chicago
or
fe,
hs
Hou
The high temperature for May Puryear, Tenn., and Erwin
THE 641
-Si.
3
(John
Street.
.SwilllaugchterJune
was 86 while the low for the Clayton of Paris, Tenn.; five
The family will be honored at Cleveland (Lamb 2-2) at
Monday,
Open
month was 38, 4cott said in his grandchildren; sixteen great
redecoration.
at the church on Minnesota ( Kaat 4-3).
reception
June5C
grandchildren.
monthly report.%
at
7-3)
June 28.
(Palmer
Baltimore
four
to
2:30
Sunday,June 13,from
p.m. All persons are invited to
attend.
This Sunday, June 6, Rev. Roos
ICintinued from Pagel)
will speak on the subject,
Murray
ministry,
State "Forgive Us our Debts" with the
University; Donald 13-ock, scripture reading from Matthew
coordinator of alcohol program, 18:23-35 and Luke 7:41-43. Bailey
Community Health Center of Gore will be the worship leader.
West Kentucky; Charles' E. Deacons will be Lenvel Yates,
Insured!
Mrs.
and
We. Ron Christopher. Carl NI. "Harry" Stout, Co-chairmen
Finnell, student, Hartley Vic- Herbert Farris, John Mark Hale,
9
d!
June
8,
Mothproofe
June
7,
Jane
Kirk,
Cohen "Fannie" Stubblefield, Chairwoman, wish to try to express in
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday
toria College, Manchester, Clyde Jones, Ed Frank
No boxing!
England; Larry H. Smith, Benny Maddox, Dr. E. D.
words our deep appreciation to our organizational chairmen, precinct
campus minister, University of Roberts, Dr. William F. Smith,
chairmen, precinct chairwomen, and precinct committee men and
Pay only regular
Tennessee at Martin; W. E. Jr., and Lyle Underwood. Steve
women, and the public iirgeneral for the outstanding work you did in the
cleaning price's]
Newbern, chaplain, U. S. Army; Underwood will be the candle
May 25 Primary Election.
W.A. Fleming III, chaplain, U. S. lighter.
Army; James B. White, Jr.,
All members of the church and
executive- director, Goodwill the public are invited to attend
You, in our opinion, are the greatest and most qualified group of people
Industries.
the services at the First Christian
that has ever been organized in Calloway County, to conduct a political
Other) appointments in the Church on Sunday morning to
campaign. This being the case, naturally, you possess the intelligence to
Paris District were F. M. Gard- hear Rev. Roos.
analyze the campaign and understand why we lost half of the election.
ner, Bethlehem-Wesley; Paul T.
mcclarin, Big SandSN:circuit:
Clovis H. Kemp, Big Sandy-Lick
We would like for you to read the following letter from headquarters of
Creek; Raymond Wright, Chapel
their appreciation of your devoted work for our candidates.
Hill-Harris-New Hope: Charles
W. Brinkley, Cottage Grove Funeral services for Mrs.
Circuit; Paul E. Griffith, Mackie Holland, formerly of
"This expresses to you the deep appreciation of the three of us for your
week long
Dresden Circuit; Jerry L. Murray and Calloway County,
work and service in behalf of the Combs-Carroll ticket in this primary
Hassell, Dresden First ,churcia; will be held Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
election just completed.
William G. Adams, Fulton First at the chapel of the Max Churchill
Church; T. B. Stone, Gleason Funeral Home where friends
Circuit; A. H. McLeod, Jr., may call.
"The fact that we lost the gubernatorial nominatiOn, while winning the
Gleason First Church; Johnson
Beautifully
Holland. age 87. died
Lieutenant Governor nomination, does not detract from the fine job that
Laundered to Perfectio
Easley, Greenfield-Brock's; W.H. Mrs.
and
cleaned
the
p.m
at
2130
at
Thursday
you did. We are indeed grateful.
Baldwin, Lynnville-Poyner's;
Beckhaven Nursing Home,
pressed.
Paul Maxwell, Manleyville
Hardinsburg. She was a member
Circuit; Mrs. Ora Belle Peck,
Friendship Church of
Martin Circuit; Paul F. of the
Zip Lining, Slack Suits. Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
Christ and was the daughter of
Douglass, MartieF'irst church;
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
late Mr and Mrs. James
the
John E. -Lewis, Martin Parish;
Finney
Carl C. Hood, Paris Calvary, W.
Glenn Hill, Paris Circuit. H. A. Survivors are twelve nieces
Julian Carroll
Townsend, Paris First church;
FORS1°°
and nephews. Hershel! Finney,
M.I.. Easley, Jr., Paris Parish;
Miss Fay Finney, and Mrs. Pearl
W. H. Harpole, Pars Trinity, Metzger, all of Louisville, Carl
tin harigurN woh an
Ted Cowen, Puryear-Puchanan;
CENTRAL
Finney of Hardinsburg, Eura
SHOPPING
CENTER
dry t Ic.iong , ordcr
Paul Peck, Ralston Circuit:
Finney of Middleton, Ralph
Larry Humbert, Sedalia BurFinney
Garvin
Murray,
of
FinneY
Robert Matthews
nett; Joe B. Wheatli)i,.. Sharonof K8117187.00, Mich.. Mrs. Opal
Mt. Vernon. William A.
Open Daily from 7 am-b pm
Goins of Lexington, Mrs. Jewell
Smalling. South fulton -Parish;
Paducah, Herbert Tuft
of
Alton
Daniel E. Underwo.ej Water
(Paid for by Combs-Carroll Campaign Committee, Charles D. Starks.
Owned and I. rated b Begley Drug Co.
and Miss Walene Tutt of
Valley-Palest ine ;
sinion Arkansas. and'Miss Butha
- Treas.)
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